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AMONG TOP SCIENCE FAIR WINNERS: Jeffrey Max Reed,9,a fourth grade student at Murray
State University School,is shown with his exhibit,"The Science of Heat," which was judged the top
exhibit among the elementary school entries Saturday at the fifth annual West Kentucky Regional
Scienet Fair at Murray Slate University, He is the sou of Mr. itud,Mrs. Max Reed, 1719 Magnolia.
The exhibit also tied for first place in the elementary individual division of the physics category, the
other winner of which was "The Telephone Carbon Microphone Receiver," displayed by Janet
Johnson of Symsonia.

YOUNG SCIENTisr—Kevin Genrin of Murray, one of 1,208
elementary, junior and solar high students participating in the
fifth annual West Rested* llegional Science Fair at Murray
State University Saturday, demonstrates his steam winder.
Watching the 11-year-old tellenlitt from Murray Middle School is
Mr. W.W.Hall of Mayfield. Kevin is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Geurtn of 104 S. Nth.

NEW CONCORD SCIENCE FAIR ENTRANTS: Bruce Fogle, left, and Jeff Raspberry, both
students at the New Concord Elementary School, had two of the 500 elementary, junior and senior
high school exhibits shown Saturday, at the fifth annual West Kentucky Regional Science Fair at
Murray State University. The ma of Mr.and Mrs. E.R. Fogle, Route 5, Murray,Bruce showed
an
exhibit depicting the workings of an oil well, while Jeff, the son of Mr. and Mrs. G.E. Raspberry
,
Route 2, Hazel,exhibited a flood control project showing the use of a dam,
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Movie Is Feature
For Story Hours

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Both morning and afternoon
sessions of the Story Hour at the
Calloway Public Library on
Wednesday will feature a sixty
minute movie, "Uncle Sam
Magoo", in color.
With cartoon characters, the
movie tells the history of the
United States with Magoo as the
guide. Poplar songs, scenes,
and quotations from America's
.jeat and_show _the- story of _
America from 1000 A.D. to the
on the moen".
Story Hours will be held at ten
a.m. and at three p.m. on
Wednesday, according to a
spokesman for the library. All
children are invited.

Fellow says there is one good
thing about television commercials. No interruptions.
A _Dili grade teasher
Vancouver elementary school
wrote on the blackboard: "I
ain't had no fun in a whole
year." Then she asked the
youngster in the front row,
"George, what should I do to
correct that?" "Maybe you
ought to get a new boyffiginj,"
Someone asked Horace
Stoneham, the owner of the
Giants, how come Willie Mays
has been a potent force in
baseball. "Simple" said
Stoneham, "'The other team is
always playing Willie Mays,but
Willie is always playing
baseball."

OPTIMIST CLUB PRESENTS CHECK—Mrs. Pldllip Tibbs, left, add Mrs. Clegg Agatha, who
representing the Calloway County Mental Health and Retardatiop Center, are accepting a check
to
the amount of MOO from Startie Colson, president of the Murray Civitan Club. The local Civitan Club
contributes to the program annually.

Miss Sandra Hargrove Is Awarded
Scholarship By -Murray 138tPW Dub

In a Wisconsin cemetery
there is a stone erected by a
Miss Sandra Hargrove, a
man still living who wants to be senior at Calloway County High
sure that the pertinent details School, has been awarded a
will be on the stone when he is $100 scholarship from the
dead. It has his name,. birth Murray
Business
and
date, a blank for the date of his Professional Women's Club.
death, and "Bowled 300 in
Selection for the scholarship
1968."
is based on scholarship records
and need. This year there were
A typical American is one seven applications for the
who has just driven home from scholarship which goes anan Italian movie in his German nually to a resident of the
car, is sitting on Spanish fur- Murray-Calloway County area
niture, drinking Brazilian who will attend Murray State
coffee fortified with Irish University.
,Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
whiskey out of an English bone
James
R. Hargrove of 915 North
china cup, and with his
Japanese ballpoint pen is 18th Street, Sandra was
writing his Congressman presented with the scholarship
protesting that imports are by Mrs. Betty Riley, a member
of the scholarship committee, at
ruining his business.
the April meeting of the club.
After graduation, Sandra
"In reality, a cemetery is the
indicates
that her plans include
only place in a free society in
which a future of absolute peace going to Murray State where
she will begin work in special
and order can be predicted with
education.
any
degree
of
cerAt Calloway County High
tainty." SNPA Newsletter.
school,.Sandra has served as
Had our fingers crossed last point secretary of the Beta Club
night when the possibility of for this year and is a member of
frost was predicted. We need a the band and Pep Club. She has
frost at this time of the year like taken part in both the junior and
senior plays and has attended
another hole in the head.
the state speech festival twice,
placing fifth in the state as part
Then too, we just put out a lot
of bedding plants that are doing of a drama cast.
Last year's scholarship
well.
recipient, Eva Williams, is also
a graduate of Calloway County
High School.
Miss Hargrove was also the
(Continued on Page Eight)
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The Weather

Partly cloudy and continued
cool today. Highs 55 to 60.
Clear and cold tonight Lows in
the mid or upper 30s. Wednesday, sunny and a little warmer
in the afternoon. Highs in the
low to mid 60s.
Partly cloudy Thursday. A
chance of showers Friday and
Saturday. Warmer through Sat.
ur'day. Highs in the 60s Thursday and Friday and in the 70s
Saturday. Lows in the 313s
Thursday and in the 40s and
low 50s.friatt,110. Saturday...

Miss Sandra Hargrove

Bill Smith Named
To Phi Beta Kappa
William Alton Smith, Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. William Alton
Smith, Sr. of 1625 Sunset, has
been elected to membership in
Phi Beta Kappa national
scholastic honorary at Vanderbilt University.
Smith was among 69 undergraduates elected at that
school.
Initiation ceremonies will be
held May 4 in Underwood
Auditorium, followed by a
lecture by Samuel Sandmel,
distinguished service professor
of Bible and Hellenistic
literature at Hebrew Union
College.

Broom Sale Tonight
Members of the Murray Lions Club will take to the
streets of Murray tonight as the club conducts its annual
map and broom sale.
The Lions, assisted by members of the ATO fraternity,
will call door to door throughout the city. Offered for sale
will be household brooms for 91.50, whisk brooms 50 cents,
and both wet and dry mops for $1.25 each. They.will also
have industrial brooms and heavy type push brooms.
Proceed.s from the sale will go to the clUb's activity
budget for community and civic projects.
Lions Finis Griffith and L. " M. Holloway are cochairmen of the project.

Dr. Adam Lanning
Luncheon Speaker
Dr. Adam Lanning, Professor
of Sociology at Murray State
University, speaker at the 12 30
Wednesday Luncheon of the
United Campus Ministry,.
Dr, Lanning has been
teaching a course on Sociology
at Eddyville State Penitentiary
this semester, to inmates
studying for general education
Program.
"An Inside Look At The
Prison System" will be his topic
for the Luncheon, which is open
to the public. Cost is only 75
'cents.
Lanning came to Murray
State University last August
from Michigan Tech, where he
had taught Sociology for ten
years, and where he earned his
Ph. D degree.
For further information,
phone 753-3565.

Young People In Business

10# Per Copy

V_01.12(XXX1U-119..

Hearing Conducted On
Disputed Sale Of Land

A hearing was conducted repre§enting the city of Murray. attempting to obtain a peryesterday beginning at L30 on
The city had obtained a manent injunction against
a controversy which has arisen temporary restiaining order
Stallons to.prevent construction
over the sale of a parcel of land from the Circuit Clerk to of a cleanup or body shop. The
by Howard Brandon to Jerry prevent Stallons from
con- „city argues that this use of the
Stallons. Jibe hearing yids_ tixiuing construction on the land approximately five acres
conducted Thy Circuit Judge'v7hichit1kralWItiSt30etts of the vfulates the
u - iv lawn
James M. Lassiter in the Brandon home on US 641 South. Ftegtilations of the city.
Calloway County Courthouse. Brandon and Stallor.s had
The entire • matter is an inJudge
Lassiter
heard sought an order from Judge terpretation of the law by
arguments from William Scent, Lassiter to dissolve the Circuit Judge Lassiter and he
attorney for Brandon and Nat restraining order.
asked each attorney to give
Ryan
Hughes,
attorney
In other briefs the city is supporting
evidence
of
time, made in the lriek_
which had been presented to
wee
each attorney to quote from the
Kentucky Revised Statutes in
support of their allegations and
Mrs. Elizabeth Orr of Hazel ding a 1972 Ford four door
to 'cite any prior law cases
Route One was treated at the driven by Gaynelle Bray
bearing on their arguments.
emergency room of the Murray- C,anady of Murray.
Mr. Scent said that
the
Calloway County Hospital on
The other vehicle listed on the
restraining
order
was
Sunday after having been in- report was a 1965 GMC truck
wrongfully issued and that the
jured in a two car accident at driven by Cliff Buren Courtney
city had failed to comply with
North 4th and Olive streets.
of Route Six, Clinton-.-He argued-that - The injured person was Paducah.
the city attorney did not file the
treated for injuries of chest and
The Canady car was going
action as required
by law.
head. She Was a passenger in a south on Highway 121 South and
Judge Lassiter replied that the
1967 Plymouth lour door sedan the driver said Courtney was
city attorney does handle city
driven by her husband, Hafford going to make a left turn into
law cases, but not to the exHall Orr of Hazel Route One.
the Murray Drive In Theatre,
clusion of any other attorney.
Also involved in the collision according to the police report.
Scent argued that the Murray
II
at 4:13 p.m. was a 1969 Ford Mrs. Candi, said the truck
Planning Commission is
Miss Selwyn Schultz
station wagon driven by Steven forced her to run off the highillegally Constituted because
L. Manskie of New London, way and hit a speed sign, the
Mayor Holmes Ellis had apWisconsin, according to the police report said.
pointed himself, however his
report filed by the investigating
Damage to the car was on the
references to the KftS did not
officers of the Murray Police front bumper and right side.
support the claim.
The truck allegedly left the
Department.
Scent
said
that
the
scene of the accident, and the
Police said Manskie, going
jurisdiction qf the city four
east on Olive Street, pulled out driver was charged with
miles out from the city, in
in front of the Orr car going reckless driving and failure to
regard to subdivisions, - must
stop and render aid, according
south on North 4th Street.
Miss Selwyn. Schultz of the have the consent of the Fiscal
Damage to the Plymouth was to the police citation.
Murray High School Chapter of Court and that the County Judge
on the front and to the Ford on
Sunday at 4:06 p.m. a three the Future Homemakers of may name a member of the
car collision occurred on Main America was elected as commission.
the left side.
Monday at 7:23 a.m. a report Street between a 1968 Buick four parliamentarian of the KenHe also argued that the law
was filed on a collision regar(Continued on Page Eight)
tucky Lake District of the FHA suit against Brandon
and
at the annual spring conference Stations was not authorized by
held Saturday at North Mar- the City Council.
shall High School.
In his reply Attorney Nat
The new parliamentarian is a Ryan Hughes told the court that,
sophomore at Murray High development of the tract of land
School and is the daughter of
(Continued on Page Eight)
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Schultz.
Miss Gail Russell, district
AlTENDfNG MEETING
secretary from Murray' High,
Mrs. G.T. Lilly, president of
helped' to present the theme, the Kentucky Association of
"FHA Is-Caring, Sharing," Home Economics Teachers, is
read the minutes, called the attending a program planning
roll, and assisted in the in- at Elizabethtown today. Plans
stallation of incoming officers for the state conference to be
for 1972-73.
held in Hardinsburg August 8-10
Others from Murray High will be completed. Also athaving a part. in the program tending the meeting will be Miss
were Miss Anne Werwin and Jewell Ihme Ellis, state
•Miss Beverly Parker. • Mrs. supervisor of home economics.
Mary - Lawson, assistant state and Mrs. Dorotha Oates,
FHA advisor, also had a Part on assistant,'state supervisor and
the program.
consultant,
Attending from Murray High
- were Gail Russell. Paula LynnS,
LIFESAVERS
Patsy Mathis, Cathy Geurin,
Persons interested in Junior
Beverly
Parker, Selwyn or Senior lifesas log classes
Schultz, Connie Lawson, should enroll at the Red Cross
Amanda
Buice,
Vickie this week, before April 28,
Roberts, Pam Tucker, Kathy according to an announcement
Halford, Trace
Walker, made by the office this morDeborah Robinson, Micheie ning. The class will be held from
Michael Alexander and Thomas Starks
Richardson, Donna Humphries, 6:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., May 1-5,
motorcycle from scratch. He idea they could get together
and Anne Erwin, members; in the Murray State University
was fascinating to watch We everything they had into Jeannie. Ausenbaugh and Janet pool. Only strong swimmers
knew then that we would have to financing-the undertaking. They Murphy,student teachers; Mrs. will be accepted. Further inget into the cycle business."
borrowed money from the bank A.B. Crass and Mrs. G.T. Lilly. formation may be obtained by
Starks and Alexander bad .no
calling 753-,1421.
advisors.
.iColtinned on Page Eight)

--Coffisions-leporte
The Police; One Injury Listed

Selwyn Schultz
Named District
FHA Officer

Crow Cycles Not Fly-By-Night
By LEON HARP
Ledger & Times Special Writer
Thomas L. Starks, 26, of Rt. 6
and Michael H. Alexander, 27,
of 1602 Dodson Avenue are the
owners of Crow Cycles. ocated
at 101 E. Main Street. Their
business is selling motorcycles.
Starks and Alexander have
lived in Murray most of their
lives. Starks is a graduate of
Murray High School, and
Alexander a graduate of the
former College High School,
now known as the University
School. Both have completed
two years of study at Murray
State. University.
When Alexander was on tour
of duty in the Army, in 1968,
Starks took a vacation to visit
him in West Germany. Because
of a passion for motorcycles,
they made it a point to go to as
many cycle races as time
would permit. At one such race,
they met the Grass Track Side
Car Champion of
West Ger..
many. Starks recalls: "1 don't
even remember his name: He
could take parts and build a

•
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Congratulations Secretaries
The Ledger and Times wishes to Itxtend
congratulations to the secretaries of the city and
county and especially to the Murray Chapter of the
National Secretaries Association.
This is National Secretaries Week,a time set aside
to honor this most important segment of the business
community.,
Few businesses could succeed without the vast
amount of detail work done by the secretary. The,
legal profession relies heavily on secretaries to
produce the voluminous amount of documents involved in the profession.
The business man,harried by countless decisions,
-relieeett-tbeeeol-sifiCienoy-ora
letters, give answers, make inquerieS and to act as a
buffer in general.
The Murray Chapter of the National Secretaries
Association is to be congratulated on their growth
--igieep--the- past year-. Although fairly new in its in—
eeption, it has rapidly taken a place among the
business and professional groups in the city.
, Their aim and goal is to uplift their vocation,
recognize and become cognizant of their true role in
business, and to take pride in their ability and accomplishments.
7. We applaud their aims and wish the Murray
Chapter well in this their week.

Xen Years Ago Today
& TIMM PILE

Eddie Grogan, Mary Beth Bazzell, Marsha
Hendon, Carolyn Murdock, and Linda Henry were
winners at the Calloway County Senior 4-H Rally,
Mr. and firs. Dumas Stark of Murray Route Four
will observe their 50th wedding anniversary on May
--,- What Property and LiabkV Insurance-Do
_
.
talloway Camty Homemakers Club at the City' Hall
yesterday.
"-Murray High School- finished second in a track
meet at Paducah yesterday.

20 Years Ago Today
=DOER & TIN'S PIM

: Joe Wilson,'Murray High School senior, has
:earned membership in the national high school
journalism society, "The Big Inch Club," and was
awarded his shingle at a Quill and Scroll party here.
Mrs. Tom Brown, age.52, of Fairborn, Ohio...died
April 14. She was well known having visited in
Murray frequently.
O.D. Warren has been added to the Murray Police
force, according to Chief A.H. Webb. Other members of the force are 011ie Warren, Novel
McReynolds, M.O. Page, Charlie Marr, Rob Lamb,
'and James Brown.
Mrs. Ronald Crouch was installed as new
president of the Calloway County Branch of the
:Association of Childhood Education at the meeting
held at the Murray Training School.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Thy word have I hid in my heart, that I might not
_ siri against thee.—Psalm 119:11.
The teachings of the Bible, known and remem-.-bered, act as a shield against temptation.. We know
against the
:what is right and pray for power
-7wrong.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The reaction of voters'in this quadrennial primary
madness may be likened to the decision of a man
.Who,about to be hanged knows he has nothing to lose
'by kicking the hangman in the crotch.
"The man who can right himself by
a vote will seldom resort to
a musket."
—J. Fenimore Cbbper

BPSENEPHI•EJE.

ti
Bugler 'Blows' Vacation At The Racetrack
FRANKFORT, Ky.-George
Sallee is one of those folks who
likes to blow his own horn.
Not that he has a big head, he
doing his jobjust enjoys
usually to the tune of "Boots
and Saddles" or "Assembly."
the bugler at
Sallee is
Keeneland Race Course in
Lexington, and anyone who has
attended the _races .there_is
hound to have noticed him.He is
the figure in the scarlet hunting
coat who marches into the
ddle of IIWTH. radr in a
military posture and blows a
three-foot long post horn to
signal the start of each race.
' When not performing his
at
function
ceremonial
Keeneland, Sallee works as an
engineer for -the-state-Public

A musician who played
trumpet for "the nationally
famous Fabulous Table Toppers," Sallee has held the
Keeneland job for eight years.
"People recognize me when I'm
away from the track," he said,
"and sometimes they ask me to
play the bugle."
He is proud of his job, pointing
out that Keeneland is one of the
few tracks that still employ a
bugler. "Most other tracks used
• . and loudspeakers," he explained, "but
at Keeneland they try to keep it
traditional. There is an intimacy here you don't find at
other tracks"
Sallee does not play the
traditional "Call to the Post"
mammon..at otherTtracks-,—
.

whistle 'Call to the Post' just as
I was getting ready to blow," he
said.
•'I ignored them the first few
times, but at the start of the last
race they whistled it just as I
put the horn to my lips and!
went on and played 'Call to the
Post.' It seemed all my friends
were there that day to hear it."

The Tappan Company, a
diversified manufacturer of
iabine,-- and
heating and air conditioning
equipment, based in Mansfield,
Ohio, has reported sharp increases in sales and earnings
for the first quarter of 1972.
Unaudited results show sales in
the first quarter of 1972 reached
$50,606,000, compared with
1971's first quarter sales of
$31,926,000. Pretax income for
The first quarter in 1972 was approximately $2,867,000, and
for the like perTain 1971, was
8695,000. Net earnings in 1972
approximate 81,491,000 for the
first quarter, compared with
first' quarter results in 1971 of
$362,000 net, while earnings per
share for. the quarter in 1972
apat
indicated
were
proximately 60 cents, compared
with 15 cents per share in 1971,
for the like period.
W.R. Tappan, President, said
that part of the very substantial increase was brought
about by the impact of the
acquisition from Anierican
Standard, Inc., of The Tappan
Company's Air Conditioning
Division. This division's sales
and earnings are reflected in
the last two months of 1972's
first quarter on a purchase
accounting basis.
recently
°hinting the
acquired Air Conditioning
Division figures, the Company's
sales in the first quarter for
traditional appliance and
cabinet business, amounted to
838,456,000, compared with
831,926,000 in 1971's first quarter
while pretax earnings reached
approximately $1,828,000 in
1972, up substantially from
8695,000 in 1971, for the
corresponding quarter.
- This would indicate the Air
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Conditioning Division had sales
for February and March 1972, of
$12,150,000, and pretax profits
approximately $1,039,000.
This comparison indicates
that without giving effect to the
Air Conditioning Division's
figures, the Company's earnings jumped to approximately
38 cents per share, more than
double 1971's IS cents per share.
After giving effect to normal
allocations and acquisition
financing costs, -the-Air-eonditioning Division's per share
contirubtion amounted W-aw
proximately 22 cents.
Mr. Tappan said the Company intends to obtain permanent financing for the recent
acquisition through a public
approximately
f
750,000 shares of Common
Stock, subject to sklarehnhier
approval and market conditons.
It is expected that the offering,
which will be made only by
means of a Prospectus, will
occur in late spring.

Dear Editor:
The Cancer Act of 1971
ILuthorized $530 million for
cancer research for fiscal year
1972. This, however, amounted
only a promise and the Office
of Management & Budget is now
trying to cut that amount by
8100 million. This will slow the
Conquest of Cancer Program
tragically while every day so
many people, both young and
old, will find they have cancer.
Some of these will be lucky and
have a type that can be cured,
but for so very many there is no
hope.
If you feel as I do that a cure
for -cancer can-an&Amist be
write
please
found,
Congressman William H.
Natcher, House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.,
asking him to vote for the full
2530 rrtillion authorized for the
giiiin for the Fiscal
Cancer Pro
Year beginning July 1, 1972.
You could, by writing this
letter, help save the life of
someone very dear to you.

Tire hog gobbles
1,000 in latest test
A Portland, Ore., firm has
developed a trailer-mounted
machine that can consume
1,000 scrap tires a day, chop
them into neat square chips
which then require one-third
the volume to store.
The chips are useful as an underlay for asphalt roads where
they form a water barrier that
adds to the road life. Another
use hike-dope landscaping to
prevent erosion.

Congressman Natcher, of the
2nd District, is a member of the
Key Appropriations Subcommittee for Health and if
enough Kentuckians make their
wishes known, then he should
certainly vote for the full
amount for cancer research.
Yours very truly,
Mrs. J. B. Adams
Versailles, Ky.
GROWING HOUSTON
Houston, now the sixth largest city in the nation, by the
year 2,001 will have a larger
population than New York City
according to Lloyds of London

ENDS TONITE

* Starts Tomorrow *

for 5 Big Weeks

By Anthony Harrigan
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council

•
THE PO
While many Americans may fault the President's population
plained that he is able to handle
commission for its report presenting abortion as an "exercise of
both jobs since he never takes a
individual freedom" and recommending sex education in public
vacation and uses his acschools,the truly serious error on the part of the commission is its
cumilated atinisal leave to take
emphasis upon curbing America's population growth.
afternoons off, four days a
Apparently no presidential panel has the understanding or
week, during the two annual
"guts" to say that the United States needs more people of one type
Keeneland racing meets.
and fewer of another. Serious discussion of demographic realities
is virtually taboo.
The danger today is that educated, propertied Americans will
--limit their families while the ignorant, dependent elements will
multiply. Bright young people in college are being persuaded that
they shouldn't have more than two children because of a global
"population explosion." The birth rate among this element in
America already is beginning to decline. But the population
growth in America's slums, where the welfare population resides,
IS explosive. Those who have to pay the taxes-and in many cases
provide quality private schooling for their children because
public schools have been wrecked by political and sociological
INTOR
experiments-seem to be deciding that the middle class will have
to limit the size of families in the future. Those who live out of the
public trough,who subsist on food stamps and welfare checks, are
Newspapers
Other
From
Viewpoints
•
continuing to have big families. They are confident that Uncle
FREDONIA, KANS.,- WILSON COUNTY Sam will pick up the tab for food, housing, medical care,
CITIZEN - "An advertising firm'has suggested that edhcation and even recreation.
This isn't the way population controls should work. The survival
the Post Office Department could make up its deficit
without belaboring the public, by selling advertising of our country and civilization depends on able, productive
citizens reproducing their kind. At the same time, there is need
on its postage stamps. One distillery company not for
curbing the growth of thedrone population that weakens our
adstamp
of
amount
large
only promised to buy a
society. Educated, propertied Americans need a vigorous provertising, but offered to make the government's glue natalist outlook, but the tax pressures on the middle cless all but
bourbon flavored besides! The only trouble with
forbid this outlook.
It is time that able young Americans pay attention to the
advertising stamps,however, is that you might mail
sears Roebuck's check with a Montgomery Ward demographic factors in history. One of the principal reasons for
stamp or your Wheaties coupons with a Post the breakdown of the Roman world was the failure of sturdy, selfreliant Romans to reproduce in sufficient numbers, while
Toasties stamp."
emancipated slaves from the provinces multiplied rapidly.
LEADER:
TIMES
MISS.,
WEST POINT,
The great historian of Rome, Theodor Mommson, repeatedly
"Senator Margaret Chase Smith of Maine is having stressed the biological decline of the old Romans, saying:
trouble with her proposed bill which would give the "Childlessness was common, and among the upper classes
families of more than one or two children were rarely found." Dr.
boot to all members -of Congress who don't
maintain a 60 percent votin record. Those who are _GniV,JiikiCleary, writing in The Hibbert Journal in England, said
that "the bearing of children was unfashionable." Some Romans
away from their posts of dirty about half the time
were conscious that sterility would finally deliver Rome into the
taxbad
Too
are,- obviously, against the proposal.
hands of the barbarians-and so it did.
send
we
When
one.
that
on
vote
payers can't
Americans likewise choose to ignore the different biological
representatives to the Congress, we expect to be processes in the United States and the underdeveloped world. In
represented."
much of Africa, Asia and Latin America, the rude conditions of
SOUTH BOSTON, MASS., TRIBUNE: "pe most life weed out weak elements. In the United States today, the
certain way to convince yourself That tilfttory is principal thrust of government and social policy is to protect and
the weak elements. The least fit get the most attention.
continually repeating is-to read the editorial com- cushion
ablest are the most neglected and most heavily burdened.
The
ago."
years
ments in newspapers of 25
Thus our highly developed, cooperative style of life counters the
NILES,ILL.,SCRAP AGE:"A search by the IRS! process of biological selection and makes for a weaker people and
How diligently does the IRS search for a taxpayer nation.
Our country's turn in the direction of all-volunteer armed forces
who has a refund coming to him? Apparently not as
much as when he owes the government. When the is symptomatic of the change in our population. To put it in an
manner, w€ have decided to rely on mercenaries
"MS office in Albuquerque gave an 'unable to locate' unvarnished
citizen-soldiers.
of
This is a sure sign of a diminishment of
instead
list to the newspapers, an editor spotted the name of a people's quality, when they are unwilling
to do their own
street
the
across
court
holds
a U.S. magistrate Who
fighting and prefer to rely on hired troops.
from the IRS office."
Dr. Elmer Pendell has discussed these and related matters in
MARYSVILLE, WASH., GLOBE: "A good gauge his book The Next Civilization. It is tragic that Americans aren't
of the effectiveness of an elective official is the willing to consider the truths which underlie the struggles among
frequency in which he opens his-mouth during.the nations, peoples and civilizations. Until Americans face up to
first few months in office. As with all new jobs, it these truths, there is little hope for the renewal of the United
or its endurance as a nation in a world where its population
takes time to learn the ropes. After several years of States
is vastly outnumbered. OurhOpe in the long run is for qualitative
we
officials,
elected
of
performance
watching the
improvement in our population. But the reconunendations of the
have come to the conclusion that those that exercise President's Tiopulation commission indicate
that concern is with
the most restraint at the beginning of their terms such trivia as sex education and the "right" to abortion. As a
people, we have yet to learn from history.
have been intist effective in the long run."

The
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Saddles" as the _liorses
about to enter the track and
"Assembly" when they reach
the Starting gate.
He did slip up once, though.
'There were some kids sitting
on the rail one day who would
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Music Department Program Dedicated To South Murray Club
Meets In Home Of
Memory Of Late. Miss Lillian Watters
Four local high school in- should be given to Mrs. Lyon at
Mrs. Carter
strumentalists recently per- the May meeting.

Tuesday, April 25
The Murray State University
Dames Club will meet at seven
p.m_ in the Student Union
Building.
The Christian Social Concerns
committee- will meet at 730
p.m. at the Douglas Community Center. All interested
persons are invited.
The Omicron Alpha Chapter
of Tau Phi Lambda will meet at
the home of Mrs. Betty Sue
Hutson at seven p.m.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
BetaSigma Phi will meet at the
home of Mrs. Martha Ails at
• seven

Teresekii Green-WelliiShelbyville Wasintsinted
the memorial scholarship given la memory at Goldia McKeel
Curd and Jessie Houston Roane by the Woodmen of the World
Grove 1211and Service(lab.Oa the leftis Mn.Layette Mx,field
representative of the Woodmen,and Mn. Rath Blackwrd, first
Presidentei'rau PlatLambda laidurraY and news Glcader

Wednesday, April 26
The Baptist Women of the
Kirksey Baptist Church will
meet at the church at seven
p.m.

Memorial Scholarship Presented By WOW
Grove 126 and Service Club At Meeting

,

Reader disagrees
with Abby
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I was shocked with your Sympallielle
attitude toward HEARTBROKEN GRANNY. [She wanted to
visit her son's children tho he was divorced and his ex-wife
was remarried and had taken the children to live in another
state.]
I was a divorcee with preschool children, and. now I am
happily remarried to a wonderful man who Is doing an
excellent job with his ready-made family.
"1 have been -bugged to death by my.-ex-mother-in-law
who "misses" her grandchildren. She sends them cards and
gifts for their birthdays and holidays, so they won't forget
her. I always send her a brief but to-the-point thank you. I
wish she'd stop sending them things!
As yet she hasn't asked to visit the children, Ewe live in
a different state] but if she does I'll not permit it.
My children now have new grandparents who adore
them, and one set of grandparents is enough. I just can't
understand the nerve of my ex-in-laws. Why can't they
accept the feet that I want nothing more to do with them?
- • You should -have told-HEARTBROKEN GRANNY to
leave her ex-grandchildren alone. Sometimes you make
more problems than you solve.
HAPPILY REMARRIED MOTHER

The Woodmen Of the World and one sister and is the
Grove 126 and Service Club daughter of Mrs. Anna Laura
presented
a
memorial Greenwell of Shelbyville and
scholarship to Teresa Ann the late Aaron Decker
..
Greenwell at their .,monthly Greenwell. Basis for the
The ladies day luncheon will dinner meeting held on Thur- scholarship was need, campus
be served at 12:15 p.m. at the sday, April 13, "at six-thirty activities including Tau Phi
Oaks
Country Club. Make o'clock in the evening at the Lambda, and scholarship.
Mrs. Loretta Jobs, field
reservations by Monday noon Murray Woman's Club House.
by calling Mrs. Tommy
The memorial scholarship representative of the Woodmen
was presented in memory of and organizer and advisor of the
Goodwin '436-2294 or Mrs
Hillard Rogers 7v1-2665 Other Goldia McKeel Curd and Jessie Tau Phi Lambda, presented
hostesses are MvAsiia Ray Houston Roane who were -loyal- Misa-Greenwell to the Grove Story, Jimmy Rickman, Billy and faithful members of the members. Mrs. Ruth BlackRoberts, Norman
Lane, Grove and who attained wood, the first president of Tau
William
Grasty, Walter national recognition for their Phi Lambda in Murray and now
a grove leader, presented the
Waterfield, William Taylor, Joe leadership in the Woodmen
-DEAR MOTHER: When one loses a mate fwilether* by
Chesley _But- Circle, Mrs. Curd and, Airs, scholarship to Miss Greenwell._
If tUt-e- ale children, the biological granddie
-erre or
scholarship
committee
was
The
Roane
worked
closely
with
terworth, James Rogers, Jack
forever.' Circumstances differ,
remain
grandparents
parents
Benton, Robert Etherton, Gene fraternal activities of the composed of Mrs. Jobs, Mrs.
but it would seem unnecessarily cruel to deny grandparents
Mrs.
Ruth
BlackOdelle
Vance,
Woodmen
including
chapters
of
Housden, Jimmy Bell, Walter
the right to see their grandchildren. In some states !Califorthe Tau Phi Lambda sorority. wood, and Mrs. Heloise
Whaley, and William Seale.
nia] such a right has been written into the law.
They were very interested in Roberts.
'The ladies day luncheofi will youth and members of Mrs. Edna Darnell, vicebe served at the Calloway the sorority.
DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine died last year, leaving
president of the Grove, presided
two little girls who went to live with an aunt.
Country Club at noon with Mrs:
Miss- Greenwell, from during the business session.
Don Robinson as luncheon Shelbyville, is a member of the Miss Ruth Lassiter and Mm.
Last Christmas I sent a check payable to the aunt in a
Christrnas.card addressed to the girls. I told the girls to
chairman. Other hostesses are Tau Phi Lambda sorority, Blackwood reported on the
give "the check to their aunt to cash, and she would give
Mesdames Freed Cotharn, Cecil Sigma Delta chapter,•on the Woodmen Council composed of
them the money to buy themselves something for ChristFarris, William Graham, campus at Murray State and is representatives of all adult
mas.
Edgar Howe, Ronald Churchill, presently serving as treasurer. Woodmen unitsJ A Family
James „Williams, Z.C. Enix, She is a member of the Frolic for all WTodmen fatuities 1
I received the. cancelled cheek. HoWever, last week I
heard from the girls Thi response to my letter asking them
Forman Graham, and E.B. Women's Student Government, will be held in August. This will
Howton.
what they had'bought with my Christmas money] and they
Dorm Council, Association of be a barbecue with- enwrote that the aunt had never given them the money.
tertainment
from
eacirrunit.
All _Campus Sing_ will he held Childhood Education, and
- - -Should-f-aalt-tlte-aunt for an explanation; or -just -forget
are
beingmade-to-Plaits
Spanish
Club.
She
—
has
receivW—
on the back steps of the Murray
it and never send money that way again?
State University Library at 4:30 special recognition for ex- present a flagpole and flag to
My husband says I should let it be. What do you say?
vocational
school.
cellence in school work by being the new
p.m.
MINOR PROBLEM
selected as a member of such Committee of this service
scholastic honorary fraternities program will be Jeanie Lamb,
DEAR MINOR: DON'T let it be. Let the aunt know that
as Alpha Chi, Kappa Delta Pi, .Tau Phi Lambda, Blanche
YOU know that the gills have not received the money—Y .
r•
and Spanish honorary'frater- Turner, Court 729,•James
_nity.Abels_aienicirinajacing_itt_ Parker,Camp 592, and Hazel
,_elementary edueation and Rrolich, Grove 126. Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association will
have its executive night
banquet at the Holiday Inn.

teacher. She had Jour brothers
The Current Missions Group
of the Memorial Baptist Church
will meet with Mrs. Nola Lewis,
1627 Farmer, at seven p.m.
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Stark
Erwin, Bernard Bell, Maureen
Hopson, John
Pasco, Dick
Sykes, and Franklin Fitch as
hostesses.

Mrs. Joe Pat Trevathan of
Murray has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Ronnie Carroll of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

received the birthday get for
the month with Mrs. Jobs
receiving the door prize. Mrs.
Blackwood presented Miss
Greenwell with a special
remembrance. Gifts and prizes
were decorative candles from
Stiles Classics of which Laurine
Stiles is a Grove member.
Hostesses for the evening.
were Miss Ruth Lassiter and
Mrs. Hazel Broach.
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Mrs.
Lucy
Alderdice,
president, presided at the
meeting of the Pottertown
Homemakers Club held at the
Holiday Inn on Wednesday,
April 12, at ten o'clock in the
morning.
"Appreciation" was the
theme of the devotion given by
Mrs. Bessie Colson, cultural
development leader, who read
her scripture from Ephesians
5:11-20. Mrs. Clifton Roberts
called the roll with the members answering with their
favorite tree and Why.
Mrs. Lurene Cooper, assisted
by Mrs. Bessie Colson,
presented the main lesson on
"Travelogue On Kentucky"
with special highlights on the
city of Louisville.IThe lesson
was prepared and presented by
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, home
agent, to the club lesson leaders
for presentation at their
meetings.
Landscape notes were given
by Mrs. Louise Short. Mrs.,
Ruth Weston gave highlights of
the meeting of the Kentucky
Homemakers held at Lexington
and of the bus tour taken by
Calloway Homemakers to
Nashville, -Tenn. She was
assisted by Mrs. Ruby Kelly,
Mrs. Iva Alford, and Mrs. Mary
Elizabeth Gertzen.
During the recreational
period Mrs. Louise Short played
her own organ recordings of
gospel songs and recitations
which she dedicated to the
Pottertown Club, The meeting
was closed with the group
singing "My Old Kentucky
Home."
Twenty Members and one
new member, Mrs. Nola Lewis,
'Were present.
The May meeting will be held
at the Holiday Inn.

After he was gone about a week I received a postcard
with his name, rank and serial number on it. It also had
"MESSAGE'lirinted on it. After "message," he filled _in.
"SEND ELECTRIC SHAVER." [No "Dear Mom, -- lase,
love," nothing—just an order to send his electric shaver.]
Then he signed it on the bottom.
Well, I made up my own form postcard. I printed my
name, for my rank I wrote "MOTHER", and after serial
number I put down my Social Security Number. For "mes-sage" I wrote, "Shaver on the way. NO letter—no mail."
Pretty soon I got a telephone call from my son. He said
he just received the postcard and wanted to know what was
the matter with me, and why couldn't I write a letter?
I told him nothing was the matter with me, and when
be could write a letter I would write one.
After that I heard from him regularly, but I never got
another form postcard Just letters.
Very truly yours,
AN EYE FOR AN EYE
DEAR EYE: Now that's what "eye" call basic
training!
What!, your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
year chest. Write to ABBY. Box Mee, Los Angeles, Cal.
1100110. For a personal reply madam stamped, addressed
envelope.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
fiend $I to Abby. Box 6$1110, Los Angeles. Cal. INN.
Pb..,, 753-1511

or

753-4947

t[t Lo _3 ^

formed at the meeting of the
On May 22 at 6:30 p.m., a
Mrs. Raymond Carter opened
Music Department of the
general meeting of the her home for the meeting of the
lturray Woman's Club.
Woman's Club will be held at South Murray Homemakers Miss Donna Humphries,
the clubhouse. The Music Club held on Wednesday, April
winner of the Woman's Club
Department Chorus will sing. 12,at ten o'clock in the morning..
biennial piano contest for high
Mrs. Richard
Farrell,
The main lesson was
school students and second
Scholarship Chairman, presented by Mrs. Carter who
place winner in the First
reported that music scholar- took the gram on an iinaglnary
District contest, PlaYed Plane
ships have been - awarded to tour of LoWsvifie.-, HIghligftS
solo. Miss Humphries is the
David Ilinavan and Pat included an excusion tour On the
'laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dean
Bradley,
Murray
State Belle of Louisville with a day's
Humphries and a student of
University students.
journey in each direction, to
Mrs. Neale Mason.
Mrs. Prince announced that Churchill Downs for the KenMiss Betty Jo Ward,daughter two Music . Department tucky Derby, and_
other
of Mr. and Mrs. James -Ward;
members have been elected historical points of interest.
-and Miss Emily Belote,
officers of the general club for
Mrs.
Paul
Maggard,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
next year: Mrs.Sam Knight, 1st president, presided. Mrs.
Belote, played a duet for
vice-president, and Mrs.
Claude Miller gave the devotion
trumpet and cornet, at-'
Arvin Crafton, corresponding and Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer
companied by Mrs. Joe Prince.
reported on the homemakers
Miss Laurel Guy, daughter of secretary.
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten, tour to Nashville, Tenn.
Col. and Mrs. Carroll Guy and a
Chairman of the Music
A lesson on -Paper Tole" was
student of Mrs. John Winter,
Department
nominating presented by Mrs. James"
played two piano compositions.
committee, read the slate of Parker. Each member made a
Mrs. John Winter introduced
officers for next year: Mrs. Joe picture during the lesson. Ten
the young performers and
Prince, chairman; Mrs. J. D. members'answered the roll call
asked that the program be
dedicated to the memory of the Rayburn, vice-chairman; MTS. by naming theirfavorite tree.
late Miss Lillian Watters who Howard Bazzell, secrtary; Mrs. Mrs. Grace Carter was a
became a member of the Music Charles Simons, treasurer. The 'visitor.
Lunch was served at the noon
Department in 1930 and served slate was accepted by achour.
as chairman for several years. clamation.
The next meeting of the Music
The next meeting will be held
The Department voted to
Department
will be May 16 at on Wednesday, May 10, at the
present two music books to the
7:30. The Chorus will rehearse home of Mrs. T.H. Covington.
Murray-Calloway Library as a
at 6:30 prior to the meeting... - Visitors are welcome.
_memorial to Miss Watters.
Mrs. Joe Prince, Chairman,
presided at the_ business
„
read' and committee reports
were given. The names of
prospective members were
tabled and will be voted upon at
the May meeting.
Mrs. John Lyon read a letter
from Mrs. Lawrence Philpot,
Chairman of the-. Murray
Woman's Club Cookbook
, Committee, who asked the
Music Department members to
far, Air Oceawiao.
contribute their favorite recipes
empolets Aceiriorkw
for the publication. The reel'
INS 11010 11114011“

Mrs. Hallet D n
Hostess,frar Meet
NortjAurray Club

753j 4Z
3
IOHI

Hallet Dunn was hostess
r the meeting of the North
Murray Homemakers Club held
on Friday, April 14, at onethirty o'clock in the afternoon at
Vrhome on Friirlane Drive.
formative _ . lesson
on
"Travelogue On Kentucky" was
presented by Mrs. Edgar
Morris and Mrs. Angie Gibbs.
The special lesson, written and
presented by Mrs. Barletta
Wrather, home agent, concerned the historical and interesting points of interest
around the city of Louisville.
Mrs.
John
Workman,
presiderit'presided at the
meeting. Mrs. Angie Gibbs gave
the devotion with her scripture
reading from Ephesians 5:11-20
and the special thought being,
"He Who Plants A Tree Plants
A Joy".
The secretary, Mrs. Charlie
Crawford, read the minutes
and called the roll with eleven
members answering with their
favorite tree. Mrs. Hallet Dunn
reported on the homemakers
trip to Nashville, Tenn. Mrs.
C.E. Erwin and Mrs. Will Rose
were visitors.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Dunn.
The next meeting will be held
on Friday, May 12, at 1:30 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Ivan
Outland, 509 South 13th Street,
Murray. Mrs. Greene Wilson
and Mrs. Bernice Boyd will be
lesson leaders.

n
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Texas Teams Continue Their
Winning Streak Monday Night

ew York Nets Down Squires;
raii_2-1 In Playoff Series__

;
t

On die &het
'
. hand, the Utah
rine Jones and bombed the Inboys," said Battier.
diana Pacers 139-130 at Salt shooters, led by Wise and
by HERSC:EL NISSENwSON. Young Award winner.
Winner, who had been stuck
But the Rangers are in lofty
Lake City. The Stars now lead Jones, were unstoppable. The
that series 3-2, and can wrap it Stars sank 67 per cent of their
When you're hot, you're hot surroundings for one of the few out twice earlier by Andy Mes... and that's not just some times since their birth as the sersmith, drove home the tying
up Wednesday night in Bloo- field goal attempts in jumping
expansion Washington Senators and lead runs as the Rangers
off to a 78-61 halftime lead and
mington, Ind.
more Texas bluster, podnuh.
The • Nets led nearly all the finished with a 61 per cent
How else can you account for in 1971 and some of the boys scored three times in the seventh. His bases-loaded single
way in their game, but seven shooting mark for the game.
the Houston Astros and Texas aren't used to it.
coming
(Deseries
two
was a smash oft the gime of
•'The
straight points by Virginia put
Rangers
continuing
wintheir
Jones connected on 13 of 17
backwaters; bluegill — FRANKFORT,
ning ways Monday night on key troit and /3oston) are important first b .sernan Jim Spencer. Leo
the Squires ahead 117-116 in the field goal attempts, prompting good in
weather
over
Following
poor
fair on worms; muddy, falling
Cardenas and Spencer homered
final two minutes. Center Billy
the weekend, crappie fishing is blows by players who are hit- because we've got to see if we
his coach, LaDell Anderson, to at 66 degrees.
big
the Angels.
own
the
our
with
hold
can
for
Paultz tied it for New York remark,
ting
their
weight,
not
but
by
-Everybody was tryDale Hollow—Black bass on improving at some of Ken- much?
with a free throw with 1;16 to
lakes,
major
tucky's
state
the
ing to guard him—and nobody surface and medium deep runplay, then Rick Barry histetcila
otk_did a very good job."
games
ners, crappie on minnows thin Fish And._ Wildlife Resources__ lb the only baseball
With just -iiifit
up -Mel Daniels led Indiana with lets at two to six feet; clear, Department reports.
played, the Astros nipped the
shoeing on the clock to provide 29 points and
White bass runs still are off Chicago Cubs 3-2 on an 11th-inBilly Keller added tributaries murky, rising, two
the margin of victory.
because of high, muddy head- ning home run by 211-pound
24, including five three-point feet in timber, 62 degrees.
Barry and John Roche scored goals.
waters, the department says.
John Edwards .239 lifetime avHerring—Black
nighthags
on
25 each for New York, followed
The lake-by,lake rundown 7erage ) and the Rangers decrawlers;
River,
white
Dix
In the National 'Basketball
by Paultz with 23 and Bill MelNarren—Crappie excellent on
California Angels 6-4
chionni with 20. Taylor, mean- Association playoffs, the New bass on nightcrawlers in back minnows around cover four to feated the
on a two-run seventh-inning
muddy,
waters;
lake
River
Dix
while, did the job on defense, York Knicks and Los Angeles
murky, stable, 10 feet in timber 10 feet; black bass on medium single by 205-pound and .254-av
limiting Julius Erving, who had Lakers- will open their best-ofdeep runners; lower lake clear, erage Larry Buttner.
and 61 degrees.
seven
championship
series
scored 27 points in the first
remainder murky to muddy,
Nolln—Black
The duly other scheduled conon
medium
bass
half, to just four in the second Wednesday night in Los Angerising at 62 degrees. -By DAN BERGER .
just- been nobodY,)ust an avertest—Detroit
runners;
crappie
deep
minon
at Milwaukee—
les,
the
announced
NBA
Monhalf.
Kentucky—Crappie excellent, was postponed by cold weather. Associated Press Sports Writer age guy. Last week at the Kanarea,
clear
nows;
dam
rein
Starting
day.
time
will be 10
"I played him without the
LOS ANGELES I API — He sas Relays, I was treated just
Houston's triumph was its
mainder murky to muddy, ris- especially in large tributaries,
ball," said the 6-foot-2 Taylor, p.m. EST.
on minnows 'around cover at seventh in a row and lifted the went from a 15-foot pole vaulter like I was one of the 47 pole
timber
and
feet
mg
62
in
22
dewho shackled the 6-6 Erving
The second game of the
one-four feet; black bass on Astros into a tie with Los Ange- in high school to a 16-4 vaulter vaulters. I wasn't treated like
after intermission. "Yes, it was series will also be played in grees.
medium deep runners; crappie les for the National League in his first year of college.
Kjell."
Green—Black
and
bass
bluea little assault and battery, but Los Angeles, on Sunday April
and white bass on do-jigs below West lead. Texas has won four
And then came all the glamor
creeks
Kjell Isaksson now holds the
heads
on
gill
of
in
I didn't beat him up that much. 30. The teams will then fly to
worrns;muddy, falling, 15 feet dam; murky, rising at 64 de- straight and is tied with the an athlete can hope for: the na- world record. Back „in1968
By The Associated Press
I just tried to muscle him a New York for the next two
grees.
NBA
Chicago White Sox for second tional pole vault champion; one when Seagren set the mark at
little bit, force him outside. games, May 3 and May 5. in timber and 68 degrees. .
Barkley—Crappie good on in the American
Grayson—Crappi
Championship
minon
e
17-9, many thought he'd be the
League West, of the first to clear 17 feet.
From 15 feet in, he's murder— Starting times for those games
Then there was a successful first over the 18-foot barrier.
Monday's Result
nows at four to five feet; trout tributaries on minnows at two just .042 percentage points bejust unstoppable."
have not yat been determined.
tour of Europe, cheered by hun- He wasn't and now Sweden's
No game scheduled
in Caney and Laurel Creek to 10 feet: black bass on spin- hind Oakland.
Taylor's criminal efforts apDates for the fifth, sixth and tributaries
ners; white bass and crappie
dreds of thousands; a desired Isaksson holds the mark-18
Tuesday's Game
worms
and
on
•A
parently paid off. Although his seventh games of the series, if
tthe other end of the scale,
•g
dam;
speaker at banquets because of feet 2 inches—and is favored by
No game scheduled
.11 points .were hig/a,- for the., neeessary;shavealSo yet to-be cheese) muddy, falling 15 feet g
Ml geed looks
reit-*-gerittg sighifure•seekeri.
Wednel-trai's Genietribu4liregr Trilirik7-"Il
6i1
-tirilbei7g2 clegfies.
-- game, Erving managed to sink
row, theeWee4419Ped
Angels five, and
both
•
• ing
determined. The fifth and sevat be aegrees.
speech; a world record and
Dewey—Crappie on minnows
New York at Los Angeles, 1st only 11 of 35 field goal
At Kansas last week, Seagren
respective
their
diviat- enth games would be played in
in
are
last
Rough River—Black bass
then the Olympic gold medal cleared 17-0, the first time he'd
game of best-of-7 series, nation- tempts, and
worms;
bluggill
feet;
four
on
at
but
was
two for 12 Los Angeles, the sixth in New
good on medium deep runners, sions.
followed by a storybook mar- reached that level in more than
al TV
muddy, stable at 60 degrees.
in the second half.
Houston's strong start isn't
York.
especially in south fork; white
riage to a beauty queen.
ABA
ayear. And he nearly went over
experts
surprising
most
since
bass in head of north fork and
Bob Seagren then came down 17-5 but "I didn't know what to
Division Finals
thought the Astros improved
below
on
dam
do-jigs;
clear
in
to earth. Literally.
Monday's Results
do. I'm using a new pole and it
dam area, remainder murky to themselves with off-season
The rugged graduate of the was a bit shocking to be so far
East Division
muddy and rising, 18 feer in t."-Ids•
University of Southern Califor- over the bar."
New York 119, Virginia 117,
timber; temperature 60 de- — "This is the best club I've nia was horseback riding with
Virginia leads best-of-7 series,.
With more than 150 vaults
grees.
ever gone to Florida with or his wife Kern in mid-1971 over the 17-foot mark in
2-1.
his caBuckhorn—Bluegill good on corne_out of Florida with," _.when—
West Division
reer and with the competitive
worms
in
tributaries; crappie manager Harry Walker said
"—the horse ran away with toughness Seagren has always
Utah 139, Indiana 130, Utah
on minnows in inlets at four to following spring training.
--me is what happened. I thought had, he's once again being conleads best-of-7 series, 3-2
NEW YORK ( AP ) — William
go on without such stars as Rod six feet; tributaries murky, reers. Why shouldn't they?"
One of the new acquisitions, I had control of him until he sidered a prime hope to
Tuesday's Games
make
F. Talbert, chairman of the
Talbert said that, as chair- Laver, John Newcome, Ken mainder muddy and falling, 12 first baseman Lee May, socked threw me. I landed hard, on the U.S.
No games scheduled
Olympic team in his
U.S. Open Championships at
feet
in
timber,
degrees.
at
Rosewall
57
and
tournament
Arthur
director
Ashe,
and
man
a
two-run
homer
in the first in- my right knee ... really tore it specialty.
iVednesday's Games
Forest Hills, has come up wrapo
Cumberland—White
f thp U.S. open_ he would pro._ members of the Hunt troupe.,
bass ning after Ron Santo's staked
s • West Division
an answer to the currerit-teruus
pose a $50,0011 tournament in- The big championships at For- good in tributaries of mid and the Cubs to a 2-0 lead with a
Utah vs. Indiana at Bloo- war—a double-header
The operation late last year
toiuma- volving the best 96 players, est Hills, Rome and Paris also upper sections on do-jigs; home
run of his own.
mington
left
him depressed and upset.
ment climaxed by a Tennis Susuch as Stan Smith and the are likely to suffer because the crappies good in lower lake
East Division
Edwards' homer with one out "I was slow coming around,
per Bowl.
Nastase, who are not under ILTF refuses to give in to around willows on minnows at in the
Virginia at New York
Ilth made a loser out of even after the cast came off,"
Now all he needs is approval contract
to Hunt, playing for a WCT's demands for expense four to six feet: upper part Cub ace Fergie Jenkins
he says.
for,the
from the feuding parties—La- proportionate
monies.
muddy, lower lake murky,
purse."Most guys who have cartithird time in the young season,
mar Hunt's World ChampionThe feud is threatening to de- tributaries_ clearing, 10_ feet L.
'All Hunt is asking is a purse
although it was only the fourth lage operations are back playship Tennis troupe and the afof S50,000—we're willing to put stroy the advantages of open timber, at 63 degrees.
hit of the game off the 1971 Cy ing football in four weeks. It
filiate associations of the InterPs voted
t-1511lt$1R=Chauler---caath----------1968.
_
other players couldIftunpete a.
and it was a little depressing to
a
they normally would. Then we
see my right leg 2'.2 inches
"I have been distressed by
could have a playoff.
smaller at the thigh than my
news that the contract pros
"I don't think Lamar Hunt
left."
plan to boycott Wimbledon—or
would object to it. He helped
But Bob Seagren may have
are being shut out, whichever
found the American Football
profited from his experience of
the case may be," the former
League and was largely responfalling out of the headlines.
A
ranking player and U.S. Davis
for the Super Bowl in pro
sible
-I'm hungry again," he says.
NEW YORK AP) — Bill
-. BOSTON 1AP ) — For the Cup captain said today, "and
football.
hope
would
I
that
ST.
LOUIS
_LAP
)
—
"Right
Sharman, whose Los Angeles
tthird time in seven years, the that the top pros also may not
lead 3-0 in their National Hock- "It's really satisfying when
Boston Celtins are under new play at Forest Hills-and -other- there would be no obstacle Lakers won a record 69 games now, Tuesday rued's all that's „,,,,6eague best_d_seves semi. people ask for your autograph
from the ILTF, but who can during the regular season,
and want to do stories about
;bwnership.
was on our minds," said Tom John- final Stanley Cup series.
established tournaments.
tell? It's just too simple."
son, the coach of the powerful
named
Coach
f, The Celtics, one of the most
CIGAR
of
the
Year
in
the
The
confident
Bruins will at- you. But in the past year, I've
"I lay awake at night wonAt the present time, the 1972 National Basketball Association Boston Bruins.
successful teams in the history dering what the solution might
tempt to complete a four-game
Wimbledon the most famed ten- today.
Johnson, puffing on a cigar, sweep against
.
- lof the National Basketball As- be and then the thought struck
the Blues
The 45-year-old Sharman was refused to look beyond the St. tonight. If they win, they will
eociation, were sold to a midi- me: Why not hold two tourna- nis tournament, is scheduled to
a runaway winner in the voting Louis Blues, whom the Bruins face the New York Rangers in
5vate headed by an unnamed ments
simultaneously—one
by three sports writers in each
New York lawyer.
the final. The rangers corntournament for the contract
of the league's 17 cities with 42
- Th announcement of the pros and another for the other
pleted a sweep over Chicago
votes. Tom Heinsohn of Boston
agreement was made in New players. Let each group deterSunday.
and M Attics of Golden State
York Monday by Investors mine its own champion and
Johnson, whose team owns a
tied for second with three votes
Funding Corp., which holds then have the two champions
23-5 scoring bulge over the
FOR 1972 HANDCRAFTED
_controlling stock of the team,
Blues in three games, reflected
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP)—A each.
meet on the final Sunday in a
Gene Shue of Baltimore re3 No details of the sale were sort of super bowl.
Lexington insurance man
on his team's performance and
:revealed. The transaction is
expressed satisfaction.
"Who could be against it? topped the Fasig-Tipton Co.'s ceived two votes and Lenny
YI
:subject to the approval of the Both sides would get what they spring sale with a bid of $10,200 Wilkens of Seattle one.
HIGH'
"Our passing is sharper right
In Sharman's first season as
:"NBA's board of governors, want. The public would benefit. for a two-year-old colt, Sam
now than it has been in some
2which is scheduled to meet This fighting is silly. All the
time," he said, "and our goal
Raglin, as he bought his first Los Angeles coach, the Lakers
ATLANTA
—
AP)
Richie
reeled off a 33-game winning
:after the playoffs.
tending's been good. I really
public wants is to see the play- horse Monday.
of National BasGuerin, dean
Can
't say whether an easy
Bill Carl bought the son of streak, unprecedented in the
ketball Association coaches, series
hurts you or helps you."
Hitting Away-Rolltosweets, a history of major league profes, .1,
had a new title and a new job
sional
team
sports
while
cruishalf brother to the stakes-winAtlanta
Hawks
today.
new
ing
to
the
Pacific
Division title.
ning Archie Spears, from the
general manager has to find a
consignment of Brereton Jones. The Lakers then went on to win
Hawks
ks coach
the
Westerisfronferen
ce
Cham- new
"He looks like a pretty good
President
Hawks
Bill Putnam
pionship
and are preparing to
colt and I'd like to race him,"
announced Monday that Guerin,
Carl said. His company special- meet the New York Knicks for
coach of the Hawks since 1964
ized in thoroughbred horse in- the NBA title.
In 81 of their 82 regular sea- whenthey were in St. Louis,
surance and he has advised
would become the general manother buyers at auctions here in son games,.the Lakers scored
Published at
1505 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Ky.
ager and also would find his
100
or
more
points.
the past.
Editor, Mona Purdom
successor.
o
Sharman's attributes the own
Totals for the one-session sale
"Richie is in charge of the
team's
success
to
the
ENTERTAINMENT: Mrs. A. Cannon showed colored
condiwere 68 head sold for $164,800,
basketball situation, scouting
slides of the many covered bridges in Ky., and coman average of $2,432. Of those, tioning program he put the LaCHICAGO ( AP) — A top offiand all," Putnam said.
plimented the slides with her own artistic renditions of the
39 two-year-olds in training kers on when he was lured
The new general manager de- cial of the Chicago Bulls says
away
from
the
same bridges. She narrated the showing with historical
champion
Utah
brought $114,600.
dined to speculate on his the National Basketball Associfacts and comments which pleased and entertained our
The Helmore Farm of Brook- Stars of the American Basket- choice for new coach.
ation team will remain in Chia
residents immensely.
landville, Md., paid $7,600 for ball Association.
cago even though the club has
"I
mention
/Small
never
would
a
"There
are
no
secrets in this
A delightful afternoon was spent at the public library on
Count Bosun, a two-year-old
enough
name unless I had contacted "tentatively- been sold to Cafor the
RIDGE WAY • C3710
April 21st. Many thanks to Margaret Travathan and her
son of Bosun. The Maryland- game," Sharman said. "A playnadian millionaire Peter W.
smallest
said.
person,"
he
the
er
Two-tone cabinet in
who
is
room
in
the
staff and also the talented group from -Readers Theater"
best
yet
shape
posbred colt, sold by Danny FreshGraham.
n.o
erioi,on
your choice of colors.
Several men, including Memof Murray State University for inviting us to help
for ant,
our, worked a mile in 1:52 3-5 sible is in a position to function
Edgar J. Higgins, chairman
Handcrafted Chassis •
phis Pro Coach Babe McC3rthy
celebrate National Library Week.
Sunday at the Kentucky Train- and reach maximum efficiency.
• Sunshine' Color
Marquette
University
and
ersity of the Bulls' board of directors,
SICK CALL: Our thoughts and prayers remain with
Picture Tube
ing Center, where the Fasig- No 'other' sport can compare
said Monday the team's nine
McGuire,
have
Al
Coach
been
with
basketball in the imporRev. T.G. Shelton and Mr. Robert Carlile who are both
Tipton sale was held.
member ownership was "movGuerin'ssuccesso
rumored
as
r.
convalescing at the Murray Hospital. We hope they'll soon
WAITED TIME! STOP IN TODAY!
The San Fran Stable of Bos- lance of conditioning.
The Hawks have been in the ing toward closing a sale" with
"I've tried through the years
be back with us.
ton, Mass., went to $7,500 (qr
Graham
who
operates the San
NBA playoffs every year since
HAPPY BIRTHDAY to 011ie Barrow, Robert Davis,
Noble Pintor, a 2-year-old sob to work out patterns and drills
Over 20 Years Service Experience
Guerin became coach, and won Diego Sports Arena.
that
Robert Carlile and Julia Harrell. The parties were enWill
keep
my
team
in
conof Sebring II, while Leo Mullen
However,
Higgins
cautioned
Western Division titles in 1968
joyed by all, thanks to our volunteer group and Margie
of Kansas City paid $6,600 for dition. I take the game seriousAuthorized ZENITH Dealer
and 1970. His regular season that the sale was not finalized
ly. That's why I demand so
I -yons.
Amfortas, a son of Amberoid.
record with the team is 117-290 and that there were a few
WELCOME: Two new volunteers: Mrs. Lucille Hart
much
with
of
my
players.
Factory Supervised Service
You
have
Boonie Braes Farm put Noble
and he is 26-34 in playoff "things we have to work out."
and Mrs. Alice Steely. We certainly appreciate you..
Pintor up for sale, while the to win everything—all the
•
He added the team would defiAWOL'S RETURNED: Margie and L.D. Cook are both
Fayette Farm consigned Am- time."
esr.in began his pro career nitely remain in Chicago as
.
gafTue
back at work and healthy.
fortes.
Michigan State wrestlers aA a player with the New York part of any final agreement.
Bonnie Braes originally had
Knicks.
beat
'Earlier, Chicago Today
S.O.S. If you know of anyone in need of our services
.
13 horses in the sale. Two were bomaOklahoma State and Okla'
in dual meets this year
He was traded to the Hawks (Rioted Graham as saying he
please call us and we will follow up with a Visit or inquiry.
withdrawn, two were sold and
marking the first time a Big in 1963 and replaced Harry Gal- purchased the club
We have semi-private accomodations for leis than $7.00
for an unthe farm bought back the other Ten team has ever beaten two
latin as coach in Deceniber disclosed sum, estimated at
daily.
benine, stopping the bidding at a Big Eight powers in the same
Coldwater Rd. at 5 Points
-a player-coach for
1964. He was
. tween $4 and $6 million, and
Phone 753-2900
total of $27,100.
season
six years.
that he paid cash for the team
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
After losing the first two
game& of their Aoaricen Has.
ketball Assoeiation Eastern Division playoff finals to Virginia,
then waiting through a nioe-day
layoff before Game 3, the New
York Nets managed to find the
right combination at the Nassau Coliseum Monday night—
let four men share the scoring
and let 011ie Taylor perform "a
little assault and battery" on
defense. .
That combination produced—a119-117 victory for the Nets,
cutting Virginia's lead in the
series to 2-1 and giving the
Nets a chance to square things
in the fourth game Wednesday
night.
In the ABA Western Division
finals, Utah got 34 points from
Willie Wise and 32 from Jim-
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Crappie Improving _,.....
At Kentucky Lakes

Seagren Considered
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SPORTS UNLIMITED

Pro fisherman
pulls in dollars

been 'thick ,
Andy Mese the tying
• Rangers
in the sevded single
e ge of
tcocer. Leo
homered

ODDS AGAINST THEM—

German schoolboys are lined up on Hamburg canal
bank to fish during their leisure time. Muddy waters of the city canals produce very little fish.

Dimaggio
perfection
recalled

gods."
The Yankee Clipper's composure also slipped during the
1950 campaign when he was
"going for .300" with three
games to play. "He was bite
.299," recalled Jerry. "He hit a
ball that Eddie Joost caught in
the webbing, a sizzling liner
that probably would have gone
for two if it had got by him. So
By BOB ORTMAN
Joe's fuming, and he's talking
Copley News Service
to himself all the way out to
center field. He goes by second
It was a juggernaut in
base, and I'm looking at him
cleated shoes, and it trampled
49P,:t
Igt.,YOPIK, _—
"Berra Picks that time to
mashing ants. It was the itresistible force in a gray, pin- throw to second after the pitchstripe suit. It was the Yankees, er completed his warm-up, and
and whenever a part wore out, he threw it 18 feet over my
George Weiss merely plucked a
heid. The ball caught Joe right
replacement off the roster of here" — Coleman touched his
Kansas City or Newark. And
right heel — "and down he
the beat went on.
goes.
Jerry -Coleman, now a San
"He turned around, and I'm
Diego Padre broadcaster, was looking like this — you know,
a cog in the machine for eight it's not me.He says,'You fancy
years and seven pennants in Dan so-and-so, catch the ball.'
the '50s, which marked the sun- He threw it and hit me in the
set
Joe DiMaggices- career -knee. Now Pm- down. Joe's
and the sunrise of Mickey Man- down. And there's-Yogi, standing at home plate like this" —
tle's.
"DiMaggio was a very, very' Jerry assumed a .vacuous,
_ aloof player L modestSRle- onen-mouth expression_— "and
man,"but to watch him was to he's the guy who started it all."
watch perfection. He had that
When Joe stepped down, they
beautiful glide. He never made gave his shoes to Mantle, and it
a mistake, just the perfect ath- wasn't a bad fit. However,
lete. But, as I say, very aloof. while Mickey was enscribing
"I saw him show emotion his name in the baseball record
twice. One day he struck out. book, the troubled young man
He came into the dugout and also could have written a book
We all on how to make enemies among
kicked the ball
went, '066o1.' it iwt. He Sat the antrs media without really
down,and the sweat popped out trying.
on his forehead, and he was do"I always felt," said Coleing this" — Jerry clenched and man,"ill can use this word adunclenched his fists — "but he visedly, that Mantle wad a
never said a word. Everybody pathetic case. Here is a youngwanted to howl. But this was star who came from a town of
the god. You don't laugh at 2,500 to New York at the age of
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There was A time when
only tycoons,'movie moguls and
Swiss bankers owned shirts
like this.
The Gant Evolution.

ice!

995

But times change. And clips are now
being fashioned by Gant for the followers
of Gant. All it took was a little patience_
And Gant's dusty shades of pink, blue
and chamois. A statement in Celanese
FORTREL.* polyester and cotton.

ce

i3-2900

19, and got more ink than the
president of the United States.
Headlines every day. He was
completely introverted and
totally unable to cope with this
at any time in his career.
"He didn't like to talk. He
was, I guess, insecure. His
tastes were simple. His interests were simple. He was just
Mickey Mantle from Commerce, Okla., and he never did
realize what he meant to
people. But I've always felt he
was one of the most decent persons I ever met."

By GEORGE HOWER
Copley News Service
MONTGOMERY, Ala. —
Jack Nicklaus, A.J.Foyt, Hank
Aaron, Wilt Chamberlain and
Bill Danceill have one thing in
common.
Wait a second. Back up.
Bill -Dance?
Right. Bill Dance. Dance, a
_resident of.Memphis.
like Nicklaus and the rest
named above, a professional in
the ever-expanding world of
professional sports.
He is a professional fisherman.
Uh-huh. A professional fisherman. Whereas Nicklaus may
be the best striker of a golf hall,
Foyt the best at the wheel of a
race car, and Aaron the man
with the best chance of passing
Babe Ruth's home run mark,
and Wilt the key to.the Los Angeles Lakers' success, Bill
Dance is one of the best Meets'
in the nation.
He's the all-time money leader in the relatively obscure
sport with $22,000, but how
much he has won isn't the
point.
The remarkable thing is a
guy can get paid for casting a
plug and trying to land a

majors, the United States entered,the Korean War, and he
was subjected to much abuse
because he was 4F. "In Washington, especially," said Coleman. "Sailors came down to
the dugout and yelled at him,
'You dirty 4F ... no good ...
coward.'
"It was a tragic thing. He
couldn't pass a physical to get
in the service if he paid the guy
$10,000 to take him. His knee
Was so bad,he couldn't do eitercises. It was gone, shot. He endured this very quietly, never
said a word. But it hurt him."
As-Mantle- followed--Dildag,
Berra followed Dickey, Ford
followed Raschi — you know,
those pin-stripers weren't
automatons but real human
'beings.

Don Harr Signs
CALGARY (AP) — Halfback

JIniirk Harr

[V

C

cigried friday.

the Calgary Stampeders of the
Canadian Football League.
Harr left Abilene Christian
College in Texas with a year's
eligibility remaining. He appeared in five games for Abilene last year and rushed for
350 yards.

76 OLYMPICS

Montreal
to perform
miracle?
By GREG CONNOLLEY
Copley News Service
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OTTAWA — Jean Drapeau,
Montreal's colorful mayor who
sparked the magnificent EXPO
67 World's Fair, is on the
march again — this time with
the 1976 Olympic Games.
As usual, he is Up to his ears
in controversy with dire predictions that the games will be
a disaster. But Drapeau goes
serenely on his way with plans
for 1976 that would bring permanent benefit to his city.
Montreal has been awarded
the 1976 Olympic Games but
the question here is who is
going to pay for them.
The federal and provincial
governments, which had to
shell out miliions of dollars for
EXPO 67 are wary of
Drapeau's schemes and vow
they won't be caught up in a
huge expenditure by the
games.
The mayor seems to believe
that he can provide the Olympic Games stadium, housing
and other facilities by using
regular federal and provincial
grants as well as the city's own
contribution.
However, W. H. Cox, an
executive of the Canadian
Olympic Association, says the
games could become a disaster
unless the federal government
contributes about $500 million.
Federal authorities fear that
Drapeau will get them involved
in grandiose plans for the
games and that Ottatea will
have to produce funds just to
protect Canada's international
prestige. Even Prime lt1inister
Pierre Trudeau has varnd
Mayor Drapeau y.hat the federal government on't bakroll
the 1976 games which Drapeau
has lured to Montreal.
One of the major projects for

Card tournament, site to be announced); Sept. 28-30 (AllAmerican Tournament, Lake
Eufaula, Okla.), and the Bass
Master's Classic which ends
the--1972 season.
BASS, headquartered in
Montgomery, has conducted 25
major tournaments with over
$250,000 awarded, and what is
developing into a professional
fishing circuit is anchored in
the South and Southwest.
But interest has spread. Anglers from 26 states competed
in last year's tour.
As in golf, where a lot of
money can ride on a single putt,
one cast can make the difference in netting a cool $1,009.
A tournament champion is
the fisherman with the heaviest
cid& — total pounds --after
three days of competition. Only
artificial lures are cast, and in
1948 a tournament record 9pound, 9-ounce !tinker was
muscled out of Lake Seminole
in Georgia.
In the past, tournament
catches were cleaned and presented to charities. But a don'tkill-the-catch policy is in effect
now. After the hook is removed
and the smallmouth bass
weighed, it is returned alive to

Standings Calloway Drops Gam? To
Today's Baseball
s
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
American League
East Division
W. L. Pct. 0.8.
Battlinere
5 3 .425 —
V2
Cleveland
4 3 .571
Boston
3 3 .500 1
Detroit
3 3 .500 1
2 3 .400 )11
Milwaukee
New York
2 4 .333 2
West Division
4 2 .667 —
Oakland
5 2 .625 —
Chicago
-Tekas
— 53 .625-Minnesota
3 2 .600'
Kansas City
3 6 .333 2/
1
2
2 6 .250 3
California
Mcioday's Result
Detroit at Milwaukee. PPdwet grounds
Texas 4, California 4
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Boston (Pattin 0-2) at Minnesota (J. Perry (0-1)
Baltimore (McNally 2-0) at
Kansas City (Drago 0-11, night
California (Wright 0-2) at
Milwaukee (Brett 0-1), night
- Oakland (Hunter 0-1) at New
York (Kline 1-0).'night
Detroit (Lolich 1-1) at Texas
Bósrnar ti-I), night
•
'Cleveland (Wilcox 1-1) at Chicago (Wood 2-0), right
Wednesday's Dames
Boston at Minnesota
Baltimore at Kansas City,
night
Detroit at Texas, night
Cleveland at Chicago
California at Milwaukee
Oakland at New York
National League
Eosi Division
W. L. Pd. G.B.
- 5 1 833 —
Montreal
4 2 .667 1
New York
4 3 .571 1'4
Philadelphia
4 3 .571 1 1'2
Pittsburgh
2 6 .250 4
St. Louis
2 7 .222 4'2'
Chicago
West Division

Mayfield Cards Monday
The Calloway County High
School baseball team dropped
their third gameof the segaon
Monday to the Mayfield Cardinals by the score of 10-1.
David Emerson went the
distance for Calloway, and had
four strikeouts to his credit.
---Seven---of -Mayfield's- runs
came in the second inning. The
lone Calloway score came in the
third when Greg Howard
crossed the plate to put the

Lakers on the scoreboard:
The Laker score was set up
-when Howard drew-alma:Ile- was advanced to second when .
Dan Thompson also drew a
walk, and come home when
Darrell Gibson slammed a
single.
The Lakers play their first
home game today when they
host South Marshall. Game
time will be 4 p.m.

Nine-Ball Tournament To
Be Held Here This Week
Crazy Horse Billiards is
sponsoring a nine-ball tournament this week with 26 entries in the first round.
First round action is
scheduled to be completed
Wednesday. -Cash prizes and
trophies will be awarded to the
winners.
First round pairings are: Van
Childreas and Neal _Ridclick._
Charlie Gibbs and Steve
Jackson, Gary Dober
and
Marvin Singleton, Herb Alpert
and Larry Slinker, Duane
Lowry and John Collier, Lonnie
Burgett and Ron Claxton,
Itahdy EltrekCharles-Brandon, Greg Loftus and- Tim
Lassiter, Tony Childress and
John Mark Hale, Bob Brady and

Gary Stuart-, David Hill and
Mike Adams,Cary Brandon and
Sammy _Todd, and Jan Vance
and Clayton Bridges.
Dave Roberts of Detroit is
the third brother to skate for
Michigan State's hockey team.
Previously,' his brothers Jack
and Doug won Spartan letters.
Mrs. Philip Cudone of Myrtle
Beach, Calif., has won the senior women's golf championship the last four years.

The )97; senior ji
V' 11:1196TaS - arTiiteifrgOrrefiiin-PionihIP-Tvill Rules- govern-inf
.
; the circuit Houston
Most meni would, and do, pay
7 2 .778 —
be held Sept 27-29 at the Manu4 5 .444 3
come from the BASS head- San Diego
for the chance to go fishing.
Francisco 4 5 .444 3
facturer's Golf and Country
But if you belong to the quarters of Bob Cobb, and, San
3 7 .300 4, 7
Atlanta
Club, Oreland, Pa.
60,000-member Bass Anglers' right now, he may be sitting on Cincinnati
2 5 .286 4
Monday's Results
what could develop into a maSportsman Society(BASS)and
Houston 3, Chicago 2, (11 in
will go on the 1972 pro fishing jor pro tour.
rings)
pros
in
After all, did the golf
cfitnit, you might win part of
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
the late 1930s and early 1940s
the $100,000 being offered and
St. Louis (Gibson 0-1) at Atalso go to the Bass Master's realize that when they fled win- lanta
(Niekro 0-2), night
- ter shows back East to play a
Mask in mid-October.
Chicago (Hooton 1-1) at Houston
(Reuss
1-0), night
The top 24 plug casters will few friendly games in CaliforMontreal (Morton 0-0) at Los
qualify from the tour. Competi- nia, they were starting what Angeles
(Sutton 2-0), night
was to become the multimiltion is keen, and for good
New York (Capra 0-0) at San
TRY
Diego (Arlin 0-2), night
_
lion-dollar golf..tour"
reason.
Philadelphia (Carlton 2-01 at
Not really. HappiIk, it San Francisco (Marichal 1-1),
Last year, for example,
night
Bobby Murray of Hot Springs, worked out that way.
2-0) at
Cincinnati (Nolan
Ark., outfished the world's top
L.
A pleasant way to
Pittsburgh (Johnson. 0-0), night
fishing talent to take the $10,000
Wednesday's Games
. help decrease your
Pittsburgh,
f
Cincinnati
wiruier-take-an event at lake
desire to eat.
night
Mead, Nev.
St. Louis at Atlanta, night
The 1972-Bass Master's site
Chicago at Houston, night
Angeles,
Montreal at Los
hasn't been announced. And it
mght
won't be, until the top two
New York at San Diego, night
dozen contenders are en route.
Philadelphia at San Fran
cisco
Meanwhile, qualifying began
WALLIS
DRUGS
in March at the Florida Nag
The New York Jets rushed
M111111111•111111111111MM
DENVER i AP, — The sur- for 202 first downs last season.
tional tournament near Lake
MUUAT haw PL 3-1272 KENTUCKY
, possibly tee 4ast, -new rivals rushed'firr 2.1.3 flinr
Waft,.
fer,- was
That was followed by the but the_ action was slow, and .downs...
South Carolina National April preditable Monday in first13-18,and other tournaments on round play of the $50,000 United
May 18-20 (Arkansas National, Bank of Denver Tennis Classic.
_
Leave Town With Confidence!
at Lake Ouachita, Hot
Second-seeded Ken Rosewall,
'4g
J
Springs); June 22-24 (Tennes- winner of the World Champion1
see National, Watts Bar lake, ship Tennis tour games in
Rockwood); Ana. 24-26 (Wild
Charlotte, N.C., last week,
meets &fin Fairlie today in
first-round singles competition
"ewgreatly
stadi- Top-seeded Rod Laver, the first
um which Montreal
. Our factory trained mechanics will make your car come alive for the hard driving months
needs. Another of Draptau's $1 million winner in profesahead.They have the know-how and use factory authorized parts. You get the job dose right
triumphs was the securing of sional tennis, takes on Ron
at the right price.
the Montreal Expos' franchise Barth.
Fifth-ranked Arthur Ashe,
in the National Baseball
League, for which he has long who got by Tom Leonard,'6-7,
since contemplated a new sta- 6-4 and 7-6 in early first-round
dium.
action Monday, wasn't happy
Presently, the Expos, while with the playing surface. "It
ENGINE TUNE-UP SPECIAL
drawing great crowds, play in tends to even it all up for us
new spark plugs, point set,condenser,PCV valve Sixes slightly less.
an improvised civic park which ... it makes a serve and volley
OIL AND OIL FILTER CHANGE SPECIALDrapeau produced as another game of it," Ashe said- of the
$8.45
of his minor miracles. He may artificial
Sport-face playing
court
$29.00
SHOCK ABSORBER SPECIAL-PAIR INSTALLED
also have in mind that the new
Olympic stadium would enRoger Taylor, who won a
able Montreal to get a fran$3.50
match over Graham
BRAKE INSPECTION SPECIAL
chise in the National Football three-set
Clean and inspect front and rear brakes. Inspect linings and grease seals. Check for wheel
Stillwell in their first-round
League.
cylinder leaks, master cylinder fluid level, self adjusting mechanism and power
Drapeau's problems with fi- play, said the surface was "enit's
time
we
booster. Adjust front wheel bearings. Front drum brakes slightly lets.
tirely
too
fast
and
nancing of the Olympic Games
relate to his loss of popularity got rid of it."
Taylor stopped Stillwell of
In Montreal. Some of his
Wembledon, 3-6, 6-4 and 7-6.
political actions have been
Get High Quality ... Low Prices at
In other play Monday, Allan
rather heavy-banded. He has
also made ,the mistake of thor- Stone beat Nicki Pilic, 7-6 .and
Oughly antagonizing the press 7-5. Bob Lutze whipped Jeff Borowialt,,2-6, 7-5 and 6-3. Stone
corps of the city.
The mayor has had his trou- and Ltitze face each other in
bles since the glory of EXPO 67 second round action.
which, incidentally, he still has
Fred Stolle defeated' Bill
operating as a kind of cultural
Bewrey, 6-3 and 6-4, and Owen
Phone 753-5273
701 Main Street
and amusement center. Davidson drew a bye after Hod
Drapeau himself went into the
Holbera pulled out of the tour.
restaurant business part time
and his elegant enterprise
folded for lack of customers
amid the humiliation of bailiffs
seizing the assets of the ctining
Place.
His friends in the press also
featured a story that Drapeau
was in trouble because he had
failed to pay his income tax but
he was able to show that the
payments had actually been
deducted at the source from his
city hall check.
The mayor has had more
vicious enemies. Two attempts
have been made to blow up his
home. He now keeps watchdogs
for protection. •
Even as he did before EXPO
67, when critics said it couldn't
be done, the suave little mayor
Monday-Thursday
Friday & Saturday
maintains a calm, confident air
about ,the prospects for the suc11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
cess of the 1976 games. Many
and
and
Observers don't know how he is
going to handle the financing
5 p.m. to 2:00‘ a.m.
5 p.m. to 1:00 3.m.
but Drapeau shows no qualms
— he is modestly prepared to
produce yet another miracle
like that of EXPO 67.

Weight-Watchers
Diaphene-Forte

Rosewall ToMeet Fairlie
In Tourney

$pring Service $pecials
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PARKER FORD Inc.

Pag

Pizza

OPENING

TUESDAY, APRIL 25

WATCH FOR GRAND OPENING

Hours:

510 Main Street

Phone 753-2975
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State University) and a few executive residence until a spe- U.S. is too
regular troops turned back the cious new mansion was comexpedition at Natural Bridge, pleted on the same site in 1957.
16 miles south of town.
During the last century, Talcontinued
and
Bars
The
Stars
lahassee
has been frequently
Secession
Convention
of
the
of
HOUSTON (UPI,: Ameri1861 which withdrew from the to wave over the Capitol until praised by visitors for its air of cans are so obsessed with
-May 20, 1865, when the federal rustic simplicity, its comfort- taking_ baths and using cosUnion, declared Florida to he
an independent nation, and laV---- military authorities occupied able residences, and above nil, metics and *odorants that
er joined the Confederacy. , the town after the close of the for its gardens and magnificent ras a result they get more
trees.
It also housed the Constitu- war.
skin diseafreti
la- die a city of homes, from
The Capitol was remodeled itr-ftional Conventicen of-1865, 1868,
the dirt and germs they and
lawns
whose
wen-tended
and 1885, the hug of which 1901-02 when additions were
try to wash away, says Dr.
adopted the constitution under made to the north and south parks are ablaze with azaleas
John M. Knox, chairman of
which the state is now gov- ends of the building and a dome and camellias during the winthe dermatology department
months.
ter
enlarged
a
was
erected.
It
erned. It was here, also, that was
thea
Baylor College of
when
Ancient oaks, with their penMedicine.
the Florida Canvassing Board second time in 1921-22,
irSe-91110ITS oTdeiaforcounted in four Republican the east and west wings were dents of Spanish moss, pines,
allis. They block the pores,
electors in the disputed election built. A new north wing Was and magnolias, still lend their
the openings of the sweat
of 1876, thus assuring the elec- completed in 1938 and a new special charm.
spite of
The National Planning Amglands._ Mother nature ..priit
tion of Rutherford B. Hayes as south wing in 1947. In
these Openings there for a
president of the United States. all these changes and addi- dation of Washington, D.C.,
purpose, and we shouldn't try
tions, the center of the building sees Tallahassee as the fifth
Florida's Capitol was the
so block theM7'
.1Te-satd:ly southerrioTisorlhe -11 still the old brick Capitol of fastest growing city in the
Knox said persons w ho
5),000-150,000 population class
Mississippi that was not cap- 1845.
bathe more than once a day
It was not until 1905 that -the in the next decade.
tured by federal troops during
a r e being ridiculous-and
state provided a home for its
the Civil War.
Another tribute to the city
women, especially new mothIt was threatened in March, governor.
came from a recent survey citers, become dangerous disThe Legislature in that year ing Tallahassee as the most
1865, when a federal expedition
ease carriers because They
marched against Tallahassee appropriated $25,000 with prosperous city in Florida. The
wash their hands so °nen
from the St. Marks River. Citi- which to build the mansion on a average Tallahassee family
during the day.
zens, cadets from the West site donated by G. W. Saxon. earns $10,330 per year, and 29.9
"This damages the normal
Florida Seminary(now Florida
This mansion served as the per cent of the households
protection against bacteria,"
_mike ow al,,_00Thho year. se_ said_ Knox_ said persons
over 40 should no t bathe
FAIR BOOKS CLOSED
every day in the winter beNEW YORK (AP) - Seven
cause it remoites.naltiral oils
years after the 1964-65 New
that protect against germs
York World's Fair ended the
and keep the skin supple.
closed.
been
have
finally
books
Frances Drake
"Sponge in the appropriate
president
of
Moses,
Robert
places. But don't bathe as
the fair corporation, said the
you have been trained to
FOR WEDNESDAY,APRIL 26, 1972
bondholders would get back 62.4
dollar.
the
on
cents
Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS
.
your birthday comes and find (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 40
Avoid making hasty decisions
what your outlook is, according
now. Keep eyes open, ears
to the stars.
attuned to suggestions, but
ARIES
evaluate thoroughly before
,a4ar. 21 to Apr. 20.
Even if your schedule is going -ahead. Hidden lienegts
crowded, don't refuse to do a possible.
little "extra" if it will help a CAPRICORN
project along. It will pay in the (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vita
Where projects are flourThe Calloway County property tax roll
long run.
ishing, continue with present
TAURUS
will
be opened for inspection from May 1
procedure, but if changes are
( Apr. 21 to May 21) ti
through
May 5, 1972.
Conserve energies now and necessary, make them-and emphasize tact and diligence. A without regret! Fine
lot can be gained through sin- vantages indicated.
This is the January 1, 1972 assessment on
cere effort, which you are AQUARIUS
which state, county,and school taxes for
always innately ready to give. (Jan. 21'to Feb. 19)
Planetary influences now
GEMINI
1972, will be due on September 15, 1972.
.01, suggest reappraisal of forth(May 22 to June 21) 11
A promising outlook, but coming undertakings in the
reject dubious ideas and light of present developments.
The tax roll is in • the office of the
suggestions. Determine the A time for broadening your
property valuation administrator in the
worth of.all propositions before mental horizons, too.
• •
county
court. house a
PISCtZ
Xnd-DO'ravoid
tendency toward procras- (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC
'
spected between the hours 9:00 a.m. and
Extremes (a tendency now)
tination.
4:00
p.m.
could
slow
you
down,
make
CANCER
action less efficient Seta tempo
(June 22 to July 23)
Move in a detisive, knowing commensurate with this day's
Charles E. Hale.
manner. Don't allow any feeling actual needs. Project some new
Property_Valuation-Adm.
Ui supersede piz - thinking-into ustralroutine.
usual ambition. Capitalize on all
Calloway County
YOU BORN TODAY are one
been fide of4eri4a
or mi miliftlillfiluc of an t4
LEG
artsric
anuotthe
4442 most practical, too. If you
(July 24 to Aug. 25)GIVE HER "TIME" THIS MOTHER'S DAY (IT'S MAY 14
Immediate reindts of your choose painting asa career-or
efforts may not be apparent, even as an avocation-your
some obviously unattainable. work will be imaginative and
Work to gain in other ways. colorful; or, should you choose
Remember that certain un- writing, your style will be witty
dertakings mature slowly.
and brilliant You have a great
VIRGO
love for heritage and tradition;
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%. would make an outstandimi
A rhan-cefor new gains, m--at -hiatairan;
--stiona- atleast solidifying those you have, tracted to the outdoors and to all
and preparing substantially for living things, you could shine as
more. Note what to change in an agriculturist, botanist or
previous methods, what NOT to veterinarian. You are also a
alter.
humanitarian at heart; could
LIBRA
make a gre.at success in any
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
ON TODAY'S MOST TALKED
branch of the medical field or in
A time for re-evaluating your causes aimed at helping the
ABOUT INNOVATION IN
position, your attitude, your underprivileged. Birthdate of:
KITCHEN APPLIANCES
approach to all matters. Eugene Delacroix, French
Through will power, you can painter( Anita Loos, writer.
stabilize "cloudy" situations.
a
• •
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
SCORPIO
FOR 1572 - including a detailed day
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ntselri
'
C
by day forecast, complete guide to
love and marriage, and a core
You may yearn for a
prehensive character analysis now available For your personal
change-any kind of relief from
forecast, Vend SI OD plus 25 cents in
monotony, but try to shake it
coin for postage end handling to this
newspaper, care of Horoscope Book
off. This is not a time to by-pass
THERMADOR'S
Department, Box 173, Oitt Chelsea
Station, New York, WY 10011 Print
responsibilities and look for
your NAME, ADDRESS with ZIP, and
COMBINATION THERMATRONIC
DATE OF BIRTH
"greener fields."

Florida's capital has plenty of charm
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. - Florida A & M has a football
Rule One to remember when game scheduled.
planning to visit this capital of
A new Tallahassee Hilton has
Florida is: make a motel or ho- just opened within walking distel reservation in advance.
tance of the state Capitol buildThat is an esstmtial guideline ing and promises to take some
- to follow when any or all of the of the pressure off the motelsfollowing are happening while which offer a total of only 2,000
you're here: (1) the Florida rooms - lining the arteries
Legislature is in session, (2) leading into the city.
there's a convention in town,
Tallahassee is an impressive
(3) Florida State University or city, rich in historical back-

ground and governmental Capitol building was begun in
monuments.
1826. One wing was finished the
One of these monuments,the following year, but financial
Capitol building, is the subject difficulties prevented compleof much interest due to all the tion of the building as planned.
changes that are taking place
The present Capitol was bewithin the city.
*
• - - gun in 1839, after Congress had
The Capitol has been a con- appropriated $20,000 for the
troversial subject from the
purpose, and was completed in
very first moments that Talla- 1845, the year in which Florida
hassee was founded.
was admitted to the Union.
Construction of a wooden
This building was the scene

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Tuesday Evening *
CH. 3
WSIL
6:30 Mod-Squad
7:30 Movie
9:00 Welby, M.D.
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett

CH. 5
- WLAC
:30 News_,..
7:30 Hawaii 5-0
:30 Cannon
:30 Woods-Waters
10:00-News
10:30 P.-Mason
1:30 Movie

CH.4
WSM
4:30 Special ...
7:30 Special
8:30 Nichols
9:30 Primaries
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

Ctf. 6
WPSD
6:30 4 Kings
:10-SPOCie
8:30 Nichols
9:00 Primary
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. 8
WSIX
6:30 Mod-Sooad
7:30 Movie
9:00 Welby
10:00 Chaparral
11:00 News
11:30 Caveff

CH. 12
KFVS
6:30 Campbell
7:30 Hawaii 5-0
8:30 Cannon
9:30 TBA
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
12:00 News

,

-CH. 29
WDXR
. 6:00 WWI.
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
10:00 Crest. Feat.
10:30 Movie
i

• * Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesday *
6:00 Mor. Show 5:45 Journal
8:30 LaLanne
7:00 Today. _ ....6:00 News
9:00 The Hour
AM
- 16-"i3g N'Ville
9:00 Dinah
10:00 Am. Rel.
Korn.
7:54 Kitc.
.9:30 Conceit.':
10:30 Bewtiched
Kangaroo
8:00
.10:00 Sale-Cm.
11:00 Password
9:00 Tell-Truth
10:30 Squares
11:30 Split-Second
9:30 T or C
Moo Jeopardy
12:00 My Child.
11:30 Who-What. 10:00 Fam. Affair
12:30 make-Deal
10:30 Love of Life
12:00
Noon
1:00 Newlyweds
11:00 Heart IS
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Dating
11:30 Search
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Gen.
'2:00 An. World
13:00 Singing Con.
2:30 One Life
12:25 News
2:30 Promise
3:00 Love Am.
3:00 Bugs Bunny 12:30 World Turns
3:30 Matinee
1:00 Love Is
3:15 Movie
5:00 Space
1:30 Apollo-16
Weather
5:25
600 News
2:30 Edge of Night
5:30 News
6 , 3 0 t p t s.
Pyle
3:00 Gomer
4:00 News
Challenge
Special
3:30 Gilligan
6:30
7:00 Ed's-Father
4:00
Movie
Movie
7:30
7:30 Smith-Fam.
9:00 Gallery
8:00 Comedy
10:00 News
5:2.5 News
8:30 Persuaders
10.30 Tonight
6:00 News
9:30 Anderson
Survival
6:30
News
10:00
__LAI_ isigitt 30,a04,40.4imats_4 ‘ ...„.„..,,,,
8:00 Med. Cent
9:00 Mannix
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

9:00 Psychiatrist
6:00 Sunrise
7:00 Today
6:30 Bozo
6
?
.. :30 Break. Show 9:30 Devotions
9,00 Dinah
1:00 Romper-Rm.
9:45 Movie
8:30 Movie
9:30 Concent.
:00 News
11:35 The Answer
Kangaroo
8:00
10:00 Sale con. 10:00 Mov. gams
11:50 Sewing
9:00 Lucy
10:30 Squares
10:30 Bewitched
Gourmet
12•00
Sons
My
3
44430
11:00 Jeopardy 1100 Password
10:00 Fam. Affair 12:30 3 on a Match
11:30 Who-What- 11:30 Barbara
1:00 News
10:30 Love-Life
11:55 News
11:45 Sewing
11:00 Where Heart 1:03 Movie Game
12:00 Child-Me- 12:00 My Children 11:25 News
1:30 Movie
Too 3:00 Munsters
p:30 Search
12:30 Make-Deal
12:30 News
Fury
Farm
NC3:30
12:00
1:00 Newlyweds
12:45 Pastor
4:00 Bore
12:05 News
1:30 Dating
1:00 Our Lives
Hosp. 12:30 World Turns 5:00 Superman
2:00 Gen.
1:30 Doctors
Many 5:30 McHales
1:00 Love
2:30 One Life
2:00 Another
1:30 Guiding Light 5:57 News
Password
3:00
World
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2:30 Peyton Pi..---3;30 Love Am.
30 Theatre-29
6::30
tfight- 6
2:30 Edge
monroes
4:00 Jeannie
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Pyle
3:00 Goer
Acres
4:30 Green
3:30 Calendl
Collie
3:30 Jeff's
News
Feat
5:00
9:30
Creat.
3:35 Popeye
Big 10:00 News
4:00 The
6:00 Griffith
400 Gilligan
Valley
6:3° Make-Deal
10:30 Theatre
4:30 Dan Boone
5:00 Hazel
7:00 Movie
5:30 News
5:30 News
9:00 Smith-Family
6:00 News
6:00 News
Itash
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7:00 Special
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FOR SA1

Heifers or But
up. For furthei

HONDA
hrome, front
•• int. Excellent
an 5,000 mile:
hone 753-3180.
971'Y2

•

Country Ham
8.25 or 4-$.89."
sackful." "
Natural Comp
753-4953

1970-16' ARISTO
trailer. Extra c
contained. Sleeps
Phone 753-4022 at
p.m.

MOBILE HOME
double and tripl
electric brakes, v
ply tires. See or
Courts,753-3280.

PANASONIb Cl
home adaptor, si
adaptor. Value
$125.00. Phone Br

SALE
ears for all you
chain link-Redi
Fences. Now o
Installation avail
,Lyles for free est
41314.

ONE INSIDE d
lavatories.' See
ii
nffice
•eet.

BELTONE FA
.hearing aid batte
hearing aids. Wal

REMOVE_CARI
ts; fluff beate
lu
I
Begley Drug
Shopping Center.

REDUCE SAFI
GoBese Tablets
pills" Holland I
South 4th.

1971 HOLLY
mobile home,unt
days-l62.-6280,i
See at8 Riviera C

- HONDA 100 mob
new, only 901
tleasonable. Phon

TWO ROOM z
Good condition. F
8938.

THE PROVEN
Blue Lustre is
budget. Resto
colors. Rent elei
$1. Big K, B(
Center.

Pork Tend(
Biscuit, $.2
"Take along
"Fisherman
Companion."
753-4953

NEW ARMSTR
at wholesale
premium by
publication. Go
positions. 8.25s
plus $6.17 to,
$56.32 plus $7.34
-My,$67.91 plus I
12 ply, $72.12
Roby Sales, Hig
Kentucky.

THERMADOR'S
PORTABLE
MICROWAVE
RANGE

USED STEREO
'Very good soun
Must sell to r
penses. Phone 'T

REG. '499

WESTINGHOI
vacuum cleanl
canister, full se
Like new,$50.00
5718.
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GE SEVEN

CALL

•

MC I

TRACTOR HA]
Phone 435-5425.

Ward-Elkins
Phone 753-1713

Court Square

FOR YOUR NEAREST PARTICIPATING
THERMADOR DEALER

ONE RED belly
model or on(
Tractor,53 mod
bu,11,-10 months
4383 after 5:00p

CRAFTSMAN
like new. Used
Phone 753-7948.
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•••

Ameri,sed with
using cosrants that
get more
!hey would,
terms they
says Dr.
airman of
lepartment
:ollege of

GE SEVEN

FOR 8ALE

FOR SALE
FOR SALE

HOLSTEIN CALVES

of &odorthe pores,
the sweat
ature _put
ere for a
ouldn't try
atd
.ons who
nee a day
ulous-and
new mothmous dittause 'they
so often

he normal
bacteria,"
A persons
o t bathe
winter beAtural oils,
ist germs
pple.
ppropriate
bathe as
rained to

TUESDAY-APRIL 25, 1972

THE LEDGER & TIMES- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Heifers or Bulls,from 1 week old to weaning size. $60.00 and
op.For further information phooe 489-2161 after 6:00 p.m.
2 HONDA 350. Extended
/
9711
bran, front forks,-custom
int. Excellent condition. Less
5,000 miles. $800.00 firm.
A26C
753-3180.

NOTICE

FOR SALE
12'x64' MOBILE HOME, two
bedrooms,furnished, washer and
dryer included. Central heat and
A27C
air:Phone 7511407.-

TIRED OF CRANKING
Quit cumin that lawn mower or tiller, thats hard to

roll
May 1

3x

tent on
:es for

1, 1972.

the 1
in the
n. and

Cif

complete.overhaul. Isar satisfaction guaranteed also
broken frames repaired, wheels replaced, quick service,

I'S
ATRONIC
E RANGE
; OVEN.
9

WANTED BABY-SITTER for
evenings. Phone 753-3461 before
A27C
12:00 noon.

KNIGHT SHOP

Country Ham on a Biscuit,
$.25 or 44.89."Take along a
"Fisherman's
saelthal."
Natural Companion."
7534953
41& INN

1970 WHIRLPOOL Washer and G.E. TAPE Cassett playerTurn left at Lake Stop Grocery on Hwy.94
gas„dryer. Excellent condition recorder. Like neivt. Also have
and first road on left. Look for sign
and complete set of Stroll-0- several tapes. Phone 767COLLEGE' STUDENTS,
Chair baby furniture and crib. 2655.
salesmen and salesladies, full or
TFNC
Phone 7534035.
youth bed combination. Must sell.
pail time..Sellingdoor to door or •
A27P CREOSOTED POLES and Penta
Moving. Phone 753-6107.
commercial accounts. High per
cent profit return. Phone 753-9865
treated lumber. Also styrofoam
- TROLUX SALES le Ser.
ELI ,
1970-16' ARISTOCRAT vacation AIR CONDITIONER truck load logs for dock flotation. Murray
M1C
after 8:30p.m.
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky.,C.M.
trailer. Extra clean. Semi self sale, while they last. Thomas A. Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farcontained.Sleeps 6. Many extras. Edison. 10,000 BTU, $161.88. Street.
NEED MONEY for bills or ex1TC
TFC
mington, Kentucky.
Phone 7534022 after 6:00
tras? Internationally known
17,000 BTU, $186..1;. 20,000 BTU,
25
p.m.
company needs six women for
A25C $221.88. 23,000 BTU, $241.88. FACTORY MADE boat buoy.
OUTSIDE LATEX house paint in
or part time jobs. See- Earl'
full
after
753-5108
Phone
Reasonable.
26,000 BTU, $261.88. Roby Sales,
JUST ABOUT THIS TIME OF YEAR 2 gallon containers, $12.00.
MOBILE HOME Axels, single, Highway 68,
Reynolds at Mid Towner Motel,
A27C "IT WAS
5:00 p.m.
KenBenton,
Hughes
Store.
Paint
May29C
double and triple with springs,.tucky.
THIS BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE
Thursday, April 27, 12:00 till 6:00
May1C
etectric brakes, wheels and 8'x10'
A27C
p.m. No Phone calls.
THE OFFICE.1,
suite, 6 leg
LIVING ROOM
DROPPED
FELLOW
WE
in
mobile
SPECIALIZE
jly tires. See or call at Riviera
Opens 7 a.m.
walnut table, bedroom suite, old
motor
home,
boat
outboard
and
A261
Courts,753-3280.
EXPERIENCED SALES ladlesSausage on a Biscuit, $.25
bedstead, dishwasher, and
ca s
&-flopkw-Steetsirinwartwvortritanr"
"0
electrfc stove. -mine Irso-ma
good claim service. Galloway
night shift and Sundays. Apply in,
sackful."
"Fisherman's
after 6:00 p.m. on753-2445. A27C THREE BEDROOM brick house
PANASONIC CAR stereo with
&
Insurance
Realty
Agency,
THREE BEDROOM brick, 112
A27C
person at Big K.
Natural Companion."
home adaptor, speakers, casette
at 312 Irvan. Phone 492-8283. A27C baths, carport and storage, with Murray, Kentucky, phone 753HELP WANTED
753-4953
adaptor. Value $185.00. For
5842.
May8C
FOR RENT •
lot and a half on corner 1613
INN
AUTOS FOR SALE
$125.00. Phone Bruce,753FIVE ROOM furnished apart- Parklane. $23,300. Phone 753,OUNG MAN to operate dish
girls.
or
A25C
boys
to
rent
Will
ment.
M1C
2576.
NICE ONE bedroom furnished
machine and do general _kitchen' 1965
CHEVY II Nova SS
-A27C
HOM ELITE SAWS
,ENcE SALE, at sears. Cali REFRIGERATOR, $25.00. 9,700 apartment. Air conditioned, Phone 753-6876.
)
Exwork, 4 to 5 hours nightly.
phone
with 350 cubic inch
automatic
heat.
electric
BY OWNER; three bedroom
perience preferred. No
Waklrop Saw &
fears for all your fencing needs. BTU Fedders air conditioner, garbage disposal,
motor. Phone 7514288 after 4:00
A27C FURNISHED TWO bedroom brick, newly decorated, near
chain link-Redwood and Farmr$40.00. Old boy's bicycle, 26", Phone 753-5079.
calls. Apply Colonial House p.m. or see
Sherrill Hicks. A25P
Lock Shop
apartment, for Married couple, University. two additional rooms
A26C
Smorgasbord.
'Fences. Now on sale. Expert Mil°. Phone 753-7228 afternoon
efficiency
Also
air conditioned.
A25C
with private bath and entrance
207 S. 7th
Installation available. Call Larry and evening only.
10'x60' MOBILE HOME, two apartment for girls, near the
for extra incomc. Phone 753-7408
1963 FALCON 4 speed, excellent
Lyles for free estimate,753preferred.
couple
bedrooms,
to--sell .at.. -.41iYersity. Phone 75.3!_3106. A27C after 4:00for appointment. TIC JACKIE-DO I have to take the
, may lc NEW .. PLYMOUTH garden
-ondition.
413141.NEED
pet fricifith. Phone 753-9695
must sell.
but
price,
tillers,5 H.P. Briggs and Stratton $90.00
reasonable
Rolls or the yacht to the Red
after 6:00 p.m.
A29P ONE ROOM, close to campus 158 ACRE FARM,5 miles West of Geranium?
A26P
CARPENTERS
Phone 767-2032.
ONE INSIDE door; and two engine with forward and reverse
A27C
An.
IMMEDIATELY
lavatories.' See at the Ledger & $139.95 Roby Sales, Highway 68, HOUSE TRAILER, 10'x55', three with kitchen privileges. Phone Crossland. Kentucky. 65 acres
Price
GOOD USED 1967
A27C
7 1387.
nffii
lea jawrik
land in _perrnanspt 521_35
GARDEN AND
'753r
Phone
$675.00.'
CALI,
TFC
in
acres bottom land, remainder
eet.
TFNC 9368.
A26C 10' WIDE TRAILER, Southwest
TOOLS
7856 or 753-6231.
M1C
6981.
timber. Phone Cecil Paschall, 415
L. D. CATHEY
side. Couples only. $80.00 per Sv camore, 753-3429.
BELTONE FACTORY fresh NNIS SS & XB Restaurant
MIP
made to order. Onion Hoes
1967 CHEVROLET white pickup,
A27C
month. Phone 753-9293.
hearing aid batteries for all make guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
For Rent
excellent
long wheel base,'
GENERAL
.hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. A26C per case (100 books). Sold in case Nice building 20' wide by 100'
CONTRACTOR
made to your size. Watch
for
trade
or
sell
Will
condition.
OWNER
BY
FOR SALE
lots only. Ledger & Times Office deep available for sub-lease in
AVAILABLE MAY 15th. Tw
7534884
Maverick or Datsun. Phone 753iREMOVE CARPETpaths and supply, R53140rth 4th street.
--being
Them
made.
Shopping --Center -oti iectroorrr apdi tinent, central
central
brick,
3 bedroom
•-A27NC
9495.
; fluff beaten down nap with NC
Hwy. 641 North Interested
conditioning. Wall to wall ca
hat & air. 1'2 Ceramic
rt .. Phone 753-5865
ee
1972 DA U 1200 coupe,
ore, Central ,1971 SCHULT MORILF home,
Begley Drug
ene Knight,Blacksmith
taken for instructors at Murray
May 10(
4331.
drapes, outside storage.
months old with 2,600 miles, just
A29C 12'x65', Early American decor. FURNISHED ONE bedroom
Shopping Center.
753-4035
instructor
School.
One
Vocational
located at 1510 Belmonte
A27C
like new. Phone 753-7930.
Two bedrooms, utility room, Will apartment, air conditioned, one REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
in each of the following 4 areas;
Drive
REDUCE SAFE & fast with sell cheap or take over payments. block from campus. Couples or
auto mechanic, auto body repair,
Drive By Or Call...
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank carpentry, appliance rapair. 196i FORD PICKUP
truck.
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water Phone 435-5852 or 435-5851. A25C singles only. Available May 1st. MUST SEE to appreciate
honic.
brick
bedroom
3
Beautiful
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC Minimum qualifications-High Phone 753-7700.
pint" Holland Drug Store, 109
A27C
753-7761
Also new two bedroom furnished
Camelot Addition, 2 bath,
South 4th.
A26P
air
Shown
and
Anytime
heat
years
3
plus
G.E.D.
or
central
School
duplex,
LARGE FANCY pony mare.
carpetirw,
per Journayman experience in field.
$2.95have
PAINTING-WeSiaPtRexINwGopaint
conditioned, carpeted. Available central heat and air,
Price Reduced
WANT TO BUY
1971 HOLLY PARK 12'x65' Trained to cart and saddle. Two May 12. Phone 753-9135 or 753- built-in stove and dishwasher
from
One custodian. Phone 753-1870 or
terraced
mobile home, unfurnished. Phone year old green broke quarter 4478.
gallon up. Hughes Paint
TFC formal dining room,
Vocational
at
_pick
up_application
0- BUY GirLs _hiryfda,
-pony-harness,
patio,2tai -gdlageciarge-storage-NICE TI1REE bedroom tricit7 wre.
- -days-762;6280; nights: 753-9271.---herse--411YMay 29U Office, Murray High School.
trade
or
sell
condition. Phone 753good
will
saddle,
western
in
26"
and
C
loan,
A28
equity
assume
$2500.00
Call
area.
753-9556.
See at 8 Riviera Courts. Mayl9NC
Applications will be accepted
EXTRA NICE furnished one
TFNC
6030 after 5:00 p.m.
for English saddle. Phone 753pay. Phone
to
less
years
10
than
conair
apartment,
until
A27C
April 28, 1972
'A27C bedroom
TFC
- HONDA 100 motorcycle, just like 3616.
492-8264•
fix
quickly
bedroom.
We can
ditioned. Part of utilities fur- BY OWNER: Three
new, only 900 miles. Sell
WANT TO BUY March 17 copies
one or 100
nished. Adjacent to University large family room, living room,
"TELEPHONE SURVEY work
two
mowers
lawn
Shores,
used
AND
NEW
LAKEWAY
IN
Ledger & Times. Please bring
of
teasonable. Phone 753-5807. A26C
go
to
plates
baths,
4
/
13
room,
Hall.
White
kitchen-dining
campus. Next to
in your own home. Approximate by office, 103 North 4th Street. No
paneled
house,
and tillers, for sale. All
bedroom
Couples only. utility room,carcildrt, two storage
month.
per
$85.00
week.
per
earnings, $75.4100.
TRIANGLE INN
$15,500.00. Phone 436TFNC
phone calls please.
TWO ROOM air conditioner. guaranteed. Knight's Shop, 753- Phone 753-3805.
A26C buildings, patio, carpeted, basement.
753 4953
Phone Beltone,Paducah, 443-4594
A25C
TFC
4035.
5331.
Good condition. Phone 753Phone,53air.
central heat and
A26C
for information."
8938.
A26C
TFC
WANT TO BUY horse manure OR
9658
MISSES AND lady's clothing, all THREE ROOM apartment, one
WE STOCK wallpaper. Installed WANTED EXPERIENCED cow manure. I want a pile five
SERVICES OFFERED
Couple
campus.
from
door
shoes,
lady's
THE PROVEN carpet cleaner kinds,size 6-12. Also
floor covering and carpets. Welder. Apply in person to Five feet high. You'll have to deliver,
preferred. Available May 14th. THREE BEDROOM house with
TFC because I do not have the
May 29C Points Welding Shop.
EXTERIOR Hughes Paint Store.
INTERIOR,
Blue Lustre is easy on the size 612 to 7'2. See at 1207 Melrose
carport.
carpet
throughout,
For information phone 753work
All
job.
size
any
painting;
budget. Restores forgotten Drive after 6:00 p.m. or phone
facilities. Call Jim Williams at
spaces.
trailer
20'x12'
shop, two
TFC
3264.
colors. Rent electric shampooer 753-8045 for further inA27NC
the Ledger and Times.
On two acres. Two miles South of guaranteed. Use first quality
EXPERT
SEWING
A27C
Steve
Call
estimate.
Free
$1. Big K, Belaire Shopping formation.
paint.
Phone
Murray
on
$22,500.00.
641.
two
MACHINE
BEDROOM,
SERVICE
THREE
TFC
Center.
A29C
WANT TO BUY lady's golf clubs
AZ8C Todd,753-8495.
carpeted ranch, 753-9908.
We pick up & deliver
SET OF bunk beds, Oak twin bathroom, fully
with bag and cart. Phone 753to
Available
Hamilton.
1626
&
Discount
Sewing
beds, one Kroeler couch and
-rebuilding.
A27C
5141.
Interested in ENJOY THE Surn_ner in this PIANO tuning-repair
person.
Center
qualified
Stereo
chair, naughahyde hide-a-bed,
years
Pork Tenderloin on a
which will beautiful air conditioned three Prompt expert service. 15
level
lowei
managing
Hazel, Ky.
4924812
Ethan Allen coffee table and
For Night Shift
experience. Ben W. Dyer,
Biscuit, $.25 or 4-$.89.
college students. Rent bedroom ranch in Gatesboro
corner table, refrigerator, small house 12
phone 247Kentucky,
Mayfield,
"Take along a sackful."
FOR SALE OR TRADE
air.
and
heat
Estates.
Central
Joe
negotiable. Write Mrs.
Shop.- Fish
air conditioner, 110 volt. Phone
Apri126C .HIGHWAY 641 Pet
Apply In Person To
"Fisherman's Natural
Belleforte, Oak three large bedrooms, two full 3072.
Tiny
1206
Benson,
puppies,
AKC
supplies,
-and
1TP
WILL SELL or trade 101 SX short
753-4858.
Companion."
Park, 111. 60302 or phone(312) 383- baths, large kitchen with eat in
Toy Poodles, Irish Setter.
wave receivers Halicrafters and
Ak INN
Silvers
John
Long
trucking,
WORK,
BULLDOZER
7534953
and
living
area,
den,
formal
May9C
Cockers, Eskimo, Spitz. 7 miles
electric welder, 180 amps.
Hobart
1965-10'x56' AMERICAN mobile 9264.
and
dirt
fill
gravel,
bank
also
dining room, carpeting, electric
North of Murray, Kentucky.
St.
12th
home, Early American decor,
R. Musgrove,Route 6,
South
354-8569,
Hardin,
Phone
topsoil.
and
dishwahser
garage
door,
lower
NEW AR,MSTRONG truck tires
the
April
UNIVERSITY MEN;
ohi;ne 753-1862 or 753-9457.
M1C
two bedrooms with separate
Murray.
A25C 354-8138, 'or 354-8161 after 6:00 2R
at wholesale prices. Rated
of an apartment building disposal. Phone 753-8743.
kitchen and dining area. Phone level
TFC4
p.m.
to 12 students'
premium by Bennet Garfield
"INTERVIEWERS • WANTED
A27C will be available
489-2614.
publication. Good on all wheel,
beginning of summer session, A REAL BARGAIN for quick
for part time telephpne survey
your home additions
ALL
FOR
bedroom
positions. 8.25x20-10 ply, $46.27
$40.00 per student, includes air sales, a real nice four
work. Not a selling job. Give
alterations, remodeling, etc
home,
plus $6.17 tax. 9.00x20-10 piy, EXTRA NICE mobile
conditioning, heat, ..water, brick house. Large den, two
Phone 753phone number and state if
Estimates.
Free
two
with
carpeted
fully
12'x55'
dining
and
$56.32 plus $7.30 tax. 10.00x20-12
electricity, kitchen facilities, baths, large living
TFC
private or party line. Airmail
6123.
-ply,$67.91 plus $9.22 tax. 10.00x72- bedrooms, complete with porch, private entrance and parking. area, walk in closets, dishletter including education, work
pole.
A
Throughout
washer,
a
to
carpet
rented
12 ply, $72.12 plus $10.22 tax. underpenning and utility
If
1626'2 Hamilton.
AIR
AUTOMOTIVE
conexperience and names of
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, Phone 7534807 or 435-5678. M1C club, president or manager, rent real nice neighborhood. Phone ditioning, rebuilt compressors,
references to: Overnight Surveys
A28C
TFC
will be negotible. Phone Mr. 753-1275. •
Kentucky.
CALL 753-2310
Freon. R. C. Evans-Garage, 400
Department, American Research
1969 FORD PICKUP V8 Alexander,753-3827 in p.m. for an
North 4th Street, Phone 753-6976
bureau, 4320 Anunendale Road,
olow,n
extra-low
miles.
$10.00
actual
SEARS
11,000
for
automatic,
SHORES
KENIANA
USED STEREO,with 2 speakers.
appointment, or contact Mrs. Joe
May22P
Beltsville, Maryland 20705. A29C
A27C
will buy a or 474-2748.
catalog price.
'Very good sound, good Condition. Phone 753-2571.
Benson, 1206 Belleforte, Oak and $10.00 per month
-All
access
large
lot
lake
with
Park, Ill. 60302, or phone 1312)
Must sell to meet college exWILL WASH windows in
water
including
utilities
H.P.
ELECTRIC start riding 38.3-9264 in p.m.
((X)D OPPORTUNITY as local
May9C
A25P 8
penses. Phone 753-7812.
businesses or homes. Phone 753available. Phone 436-5320. MI3(7
lawn mower, 24,000 BTU air
sales representative for large
ASP
8161.
company, specializing in life
WESTINGHOUSE UPRIGH conditioner, sofa bed, platform DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five room' BY
OWNER: Three bedroom
accident, health and group
MEDIUM or
vacuum cleaner, converts to rocker, naugahyde chair, casual and b41h, central heat and air,
brick on well landscaped lot. Iiit`7 CARPENTER
large
extra
machine,
portable
carper'throughout,
chair,
sewing
insurance. Slary up to $650.00 per
small jobs, all types. Also
canister, full set of attachments.
Office
Sales
Catalog
braided rug, 36" electric stove, 2 master bedroom, range. Days Kirkwood. Large. living-dining ceramic tile and vinyl laying.
month to start. Future earnings
Like new,$50.00. Phone 753Southside Shopping Center limited only by
room. Spalbus kitchen with
skill and addity.
A28C milk cans, drapes, Remington phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after
5718.
Phone 753-1737 ;of ter 6 oxi
Niurras.
K‘.
dishTFC built-in oven, range arid
typewriter,- 6 lawn chairs house 5:00 p.m.
Thorough training locally. Send
A27P
P.m.
washer. Carpeted throuehoout.
brief resume too I'. 0. Box 32-E,
TRACTOR HARROW, 12' wide. plants. Phone 753-4171 after 4:00
Utility and carport. Phono ;53p.m.
P
MI
APARTMENTS,
FURNISHED
A25(
Phone 435-5425.
A25C
WILL MOW lawns in vicinity of RUMMAGE & GARAGE sale: Murray, Kentucky.
living room, kitchen, bathroom, 9331.
Calloway County's largest. Will
ant' 753South 9th Street.
WOULD LIKE to sell an 8,500 with shower and bath. One or two BY OWNER; 1206 Olive, well 3855.
A27NC be going on all this week, from AVON REPRESENTATIVES
220
air
G.E.
bedrooms.
conditioner,:
BTU
Zimmerman
Apartdaylight to dark at Otto Chester's earn extra cash for sprir4,
ONE RED belly Ford Tractor, 52
landscaped lot and stokade
new clothes
,
model or one Jubilee Ford. %Tits, will sell for $50.00. If in- ments, South 16th Street Phone fenced-in back yard. Two story
FIX your lawn mower and Shop. 1 4 mile West of Lynn decorating.
RA
'
You ('an. too'
summer
vacations.
and
glass
AMC
of
loads
753-6609.
Grove.
terested
Truck
M1C
phone
753-4759.
model.
Also Charolias
Tractor,53
all masonry brick and Indiana tiller, any gas engine. Quick
selling
Avon
easy
STYLEIt's
fun,
and
collectors
REGAL
antique
and
china
bull, 10 months old. Phone 435limestone construction. Three service. Phone Ii S. Robertson,
products in your trioe hours. Call
b of Tut)
'rot,- the to
•
4383 after 5:00 p.m.
A25C BLUE GRASS Tiding illSwer, 5 TRAILERS; we have some for 'bedrooms, large basement, 1610 Calloway, 753-7863.
A27I' items, modern and antique
at the
t
13
,
rY1
a.m.
before
36.5-9424
8:30
on
collect
Come
nkhamen
A
H.P. 'Motor, 3 speed tran- sale also. See Brandon Dill after fireplace, storm windows and
junk.
of
lots
and
furnituit
_
infp,ra
CRAFTSMAN 10" Bench saw, smission. Also one room air 4:00 p.m. and all weekend at other extras. Price ih low WILL BABY-SIT for small browse through it. 'You'll like or write Mrs. Janet Kunick. British Museum waS he
some of it. For information phone Mgr.,. Route 2 Box 136-A. t ,,,,,.„ for Ohs millinery and jewellike new. Used just a few hours. conditioner. .916 North 18th Dill's Trailer Court at, Murray twenties. Two blocks from the children, days. Phone 753d.spla,ted at )_ondon show.ng
A26('
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Theater
Lynn Grove,435-4042.
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WANTED:
BOY

Don't gamble
on WORN tires..

you'll lose every lime.

Sears

quare

TING

time
FULL
WANTED
waitre%e-Pc, evening shift and
night shift available. Apply in
person anytime to Palace Drive
M1C
In, 16th and Chestnut.

fair prices.

l

S MAY 14

WANTED HELP in management
training position. No experience
necessary. Apply in person to
Steve Walker;- Big- K ShoeA27C
Department.

start, bring it to "KNIGHTS SHOP"for minor tune up,or

REFRIGERATOR, FRIGIDAIRE,$25.00. Walker, playpen,
ATTENTION: WHITE Cold-bed, $5-00- each Other
wateia-gra vel; TEDITPerToad":
miscellaneous items. Phone 753Phone 753-5343 or see Rudell
A27C
9820.
Bogard 1634 Miller Avenue.
Delivered anywhere in
year old Jersey
A27P TWO-ONE
Murray.
1TP
Heifers. Phone 435-5335.

STARKS
HARDWARE

)n

HELP WANTED

Another View

Evaluation Team
To Review Program

Paducah AuthoriDies On Sunday

on-site
A_ three-mon
evaluation team will review the- --- PADUCAH,Ky.(Al')- Hall
Specialist in College Teaching Allen, a historical author and
Fellowship Program at Murray Paducah Sun Democrat newspaperman, died Sunday at the
State University Wednesday
age of 68.
and Thursday.
He retired in 1968 as teleDr. Charles H. Tolley,
graph
editor at the Sun Demodirector of the higher education
prOgram at Murray State, said crat, after working at the paper
the trio will visit fellowship since 1942.
Allen was - laorn in-- White
- -recipients interning at community colleges in Madison- Plains, Ky. He joined the news
ville, Henderson ahd Hopkin- staff of the Madisonville Messville, Wednesday and then be senger in the 1930s, left briefly
on the Murray State campus for a stint in public relations,
then returned to the Messenger.
Thursday.
He was hired by the Paducah
Members of the evaluation
team are: Dr. Clarence Lin- Sun Democrat in 1942, and was
dquist, regional coordinator of named night editor the followgraduate academic programs ing year.
of
in the Office of Education
Allen was a former president
U.S. Department of Health
of the Jackson Purchase HistorEducation and Welfare; Dr. ical Society.
Ken Brunner of the Atlanta
One of his books, "Center of
•Regional Office of Education of Conflict," deals with the role of
HEW; and Dr. John Ryan of the Paducah area in the Civil
University Associates, Inc., War. During his retirement he
Washington, D.C.
, compiled a yet-unpublished hisWhile on the Murray State tory of Kentucky.
,campus, the evaluation team
Surviving are his widow, Elwill meet with Dr. Donald B.
nora Allen, and two sisters,
Hunter, dean of the School of
Mrs. Ethel Lovelace, White
Education; Dr. William G.
Plains, and Mrs. Opal Lacy,
Read, vice president for
Mortons Gap.
academic affairs; and Dr.
Donald E. Jones, dean of the
CALLOWAY CLUB
Graduate School.
The women of the Calloway
The
College
two-year
Teaching Fellowship Program, Country Club will have their
- - part of -the Education regular cession of bridge at 9:30
--Ppofessionni-Deveicinenent Mak---..,
''
'
'S‘eelnesdaY wteh
is designed to prepare teachers Wilson and Frances Parker as
hostesses.
A ladies day lunfor the junior and community
cheon will be served at noon.
college level.

Kentucky Roundup
WHITESBURG, Ky. -( AP)-The executive director of the
Kentucky River Area Development District is free on $1,000 bond
•1
on an indictment accusing him of neglect of duty.
The indictment, returned Friday by the Letcher County grand
/.___ ion,stated that the KentucIty_ftiver_Garbage Disposal District,
an arm of the development district, has failed to insure adequate
pickup and disposal of garbage in the county.
The grand jury said a program of sanitary landfills has been
delayed and that when garbage facilities were built "they have
been inadequate witirnti transportation to haul garbage."
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP)-A blaze fire officials said was
caused by a welder's torch partially destroyed a large warehouse
of the Moelight Co., the largest employer here.
There was no immediate estimate of the damage caused by the
fire, which broke out shortly after noon in a building containing
lighting fixtures.
ftowdRrealdifflfirs iffiCR
-44-year-old Shelbyville High School,about 900 students will attend
classes on double sessions in the fall.
School Supt. Sam Potter said Monday that students in grades 5
through 8 will attend classes from 1 p.m. to 7 p.m. and students in
grades 9 through 12 will attend from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m.
•

Pp

q.

BROWNSVILLE, Ky. ( AP-J.P. Alexander, who started as a
one-room-school teacher in Edmortson County, will retire June 30
as superintendent of the county system.
Alexander.64, was named superintendent 12 years ago after be
served as a principal for 22 years and was a teacher at various
schools for four years.
Alexander will be succeeded by Roy James, principal at Edmonson County High School.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP )-Dr. Richard L. Barker has resigned
as dean of the University of Louisville College of Arts and
, Sciences.
Barker, who has been dean for almost 13 years, cited in his
resignation a desire to return to full-time teaching and an
inability "to obtain the funds necessary to support the needs and
demands of the college's essential programs and faculty
aspirations."
The 52-year old philosophy professor is expected to continue as
dean for the immediate future,and resume full-time teaching this
fall.
DANVILLE, Ky.(AP)-The College Heights Herald, Western
Kentucky University's newspaper, won the top prize in eight
Press Association
categories in the Kentucky Intercollegiate
contest.
The University; of Kentucky paper, The Kentucky Kernel,
collected six first place awards, while two went to the Murray
State News at Mw-ray State University.
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SAIGON (AP)-South Vietnamese forces in the central
highlands abandoned two more bases under fire today, but field
reports said U.S. bombers knocked out a highway bridge and
drive toward Kontum City.
slowed the North Vietnamese
Kontum is believed to be the chief objective of the North Vietnamese offensive, now in its 27th day.
Ten Americans were reported killed in the flaming crash of a
U.S. helicopter, one of three reported shot down Monday during
the,South Vietnamese retreat from positions north of Kontum.
The dead included six advisers to the South Vietnamese and four
helicopter crewmen.
MIAMI BEACH, Fla., I API-General Motors says it is
agreeable to giving up a lease on the Miami Beach Convention
Hall, apparently clearing the way for the Republicans to move the
GOP National Convention here from San Diego.
A GM spokesman said in Detroit Monday that the company had
been contacted about moving its Aug. 16-31 Buick
Division
convention out of Miami Beach and is willing to do so. Earlier, a
high GOP source involved in the Miami Beach convention
negotiations said "the only real problem facing us is whether GM
will change its dates."
BONN ( AP)-Ernhattled Chancellor Willy Brandt held his West
German parliamentary supporters in line today to win two test
votes in committees as he sought to beat back an opposition attempt to upseat him.
Braniff's coalition of Social Democrats and Free Democrats
made a one-vote margin hold up in committee on two measures
involving Brandt's nonaggression treaties with Moscow and
Warsaw.
The conskrvative Christian Democratic opposition has drawn
up a "constructive motion of no-confidence" in the coalition
government; the vote is expected Thursday

11
Sot
In
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Apollo 16 Astronauts Express
Concern Over Moon Rocks Origin

day after five days of lunar ex- had been broken 'up bY meteploration which caused them to,. orites._
England reflected the conwonder whether they had found
who
the pure volcanic rocks they sensus of scientists
watched the lunar surface exsought.
"I really don't think we got ploration on television and lisany volcanic rock to speak of," tened to the astronauts' dereported astronaut Charles M. scriptions of thg melts. Most
Duke Jr. But the ground as- are convinced there is some
(Continued from Page I)
sured him scientists believe the evidence of volcanic activity in
and explored every available moonmen have the volcanic the material they are bringing
avenue for private resources. evidence but not in the form home.
Hewever, they accomplished they expected:
Scientists expected.. to find
_
The exchange ibilowed- The- volcanic processess as they
the feat and March 13, saw the
successful firing of a once-trou- knew them on earth. But after
first official day of business.
Crow Cycles will have its blesome engine that thrust watching the telecast from the
"grand opening" on April 29. them out of lunar orbit and moon, several expressed the
Celebration plans are not started them toward a Thurs- opinion that different volcanic
WEATHERSOME CONCENTRATION-As the weather becomes warmer,classes at Murray State
definite yet, but refreshments day splashdown in the Pacific processes took place on the
University move outside and concentration becomes more difficult. These students are holding class
will be served to all who attend. Ocean.
moon, where conditions vary
The only major event on a greatly from earth's.
on the steps of the library on campus.
Starks says: "I would like
people to know that we are not a leisurely schedule today was a
The astronauts were behind
fly-by-night operation. We want walk in . deep space, 200,000 the moon and out of radio con-to establish ourselves as a miles from home, by Thomas tact when they blasted out of
reputable dealer in the com- K. Mattingly II to retrieve two lunar orbit at 9:14 p.m. Monday
moon-mapping film canisters night.
(Continued from Page I)
munity."
from the equipment bay at the
At
present,
inventory
conEleven minutes later, they
by Stations
would cause mission regulations and platted
Registration for the summer
sists of the Moto Guzzi and rear of the command ship Cas: slipped around the edge of the
irreparable damage to the the area and submitted it to
motorcycles. per. The walk was scheduled moon and Young happily reresidential area. He insisted Chairman Robert Moyer who trimester of Mid-Continent Jawa-CZ
of
College
Bible
Baptist
However,
the
owners, have for 3:03 p.m. EST.
ported: "Coming up like t.hunthat the request for the approved it. Later the Planning
At 10:47 a.m., Casper passed der. Burn completely nominal."
set
Kentucky,
for
Mayfield,
is
options
to
purchase
Norton,
restraining order was correctly Commission
deferred (apDucati, and A J S 'Cycles as through a so-called "twilight
A secondary firing coned'
worded and that all rules for proval, Brandon said. He in- May 1. Late registration will be
two
first
for
the
continued
well. Future plans call for side zone" in space where the gra- system in Casper's engine misobtaining such an order were timated that when they found
weeks of May. The summer cars, for custom cycles, and vitational pull of moon and behaved last Thursday, forcing
followed.
out that Stallons had bought the
racer type bicycles. Starks earth are equal. Once across a delay in the moon landing by
He told the court that the City land they then changed their trimester ends August 18.
session,
summer
June
A
short
thinks
this about
bicycle this invisible line, earth's gray- Young and Duke until it was
Attorney, Wells Overbey, did mind.
scheduled
August
18,
is
19
_popularity:. "Bicycles are iy began exerting an influence determined that fluctuations in
not or would not handle the case - Q41,a4udgetassiter..c.alled
marity---fer
.."Feeldifeettstring--oir:---Vfe-tIdnetalkAhi
"Oiceslui
-nOtrr'SN•loilXwara llie-Sylitefir't0f#
,
*1We-ft bialtfaii-ths a halt to the proceedings shortly
they should do well. University 38,894 miles from the moon and enough to hamper as performalready at work on the land for after three o'clock and set the students.
Interested students should students as well as local 215,787 miles from earth.
ance.
the construction of a body shop, next part of the hearing for
As the astronauts left lunar
write
Mid-Continent Baptist residents like the bicycle for
However, Apollo 16's stay in
that an emergency did exist and Monday afternoon at 1:30 p.m.
Bible College, Mayfield, economy. Besides it's good for orbit Monday night, command- lunar orbit was shortened by a
that the city employed him and
He emphasized
that this Kentucky, 42066.
er John W. Young expressed day to guard against the possihealth reasons also."
he filed the suit to stop con- entire hearing is a matter
of law
the sentiments of his crew- bility of•the engine's condition
Crow
Cycles
plans
to
build
a
struction.
and the interpretation of law.
much larger building sometime mates when he looked out the worsening.
Hughes
argued that the He indicated that no matter
in the future, but will contend window and said:
Left behind, tumbling in orappointment of one "illegal" what judgment he
handed
"There's the old crescent bit, was the lunar ship Orion
with expanding its service
member to the Planning down, the matter
would
earth coming up. Just beau- which transported Young and
facilities for the present.
Commission, would not of itself probably go to the State Court of
tiful. And I tell you we can Duke to the first landing in the
.
As
for
hobbies,
Alexander
invalidate the work of the entire Appeals,
Gamma Delta Chapter of Phi
hardly wait. I know we got a moon's highlands.
likes cycle racing and
group. The majority of the
Mu Alpha Sinfonia at Murray_ „choppers,„ stripping a larger couple things to do before we_i___sdahhata had hoped ta dem,
members are citizens not
—I-State University will present a
bike such as a Harley Davidson get there but we're looking for- erately fire Orion's engine and
connected with the city
concert on the campus of to its bare essentials. Starks is ward to it."
crash it on the surface to excite
government in any way he said.
Kentucky State interested in the
Western
From more than 9,000 miles a seismic device left on the
restoration of
(Continued from Page 1)
He painted out that a letter
University, in Bowling Green, old motorcycles. He
is a away they televised to Mission moon.
had been sent to to the then guest speaker at B&PWIt Cluh on Thursday, April 27: Phi Mir past member of thealso
soaring
Control `cone-last beautiful shot
But when it separated MonCounty Judge Hall McCuision meeting on Thursday. She gave Alpha
the
is
Sinfonia
of
the moon" and then engaged day from Casper it began reSociety
of
America,
an
on August 10, 1966 advising him a dramatic speech in Prose on professional fraternity for men
organization that pilots sail in the scientific discussion.
volving slowly and Mission Conof the effort of form a joint "The Tenth Fortune."
in music at MSU.
"It really wasn't what I trol was unable to send complanes.
planning group and inviting
Mrs. Hoyt Roberts, president,
The program will consist of
Starks and Alexander have a thought we'd find up there," mands to control it.
participation by the county. No presided at the meeting. She, the following: a tuba solo by
in Duke said. "Maybe some of
response was ever received along with Mrs. Jessie Steve Lasher, a ba4torie horn philosophy about being
Shoemaker, Mrs. Vernon solo by Don Maley,TIenor solo business: "If you like what those little black glass were
from this letter, he said.
In reply to the charge that Nance, and Mrs. Odelle Vance, by Dick Stevens, a saxophone you're doing and can make a .volcanics, but otherwise I don't
think we gat any."
living
ru
h,ala.
ensemrle, arrass'cllow.,---A1R!
He said the white rocks he
acheived
a
great
deal
of
success
Louisville
convention
May
in
20- male chorus consisting of the
discriminated against, Hughes
Young gathered appeared
and
out
of
said that no evidence had been 21.
entire chapter.
to be shocked materials, that is
The annual report of the
presented that this was true.
Approximately 65 people will
hit by meteorites, and therefore
Butler Cope, 82, Hardin, died
Hughes quoted a KRS chapter budget was given by Mrs
be making the trip from Murray
perhaps
composites of lunar at 8:30 a.m. Monday at Benton
which gives the Planning Madelle Talent, treasurer.
by chartered bus. This recital is
substances and not pure vol- Municipal Hospital.
Commission the authority to
Officers elected for the in cooperation with the Phi Mu
canic lava.
Mr. Cope was a member of
take action against violaters of coming year were Mrs. Vernon Alpha chapter at Western.
Scientist-astronaut Dr. Tony Hardin Church of Christ and
Sub-Division regulations.
The Gospel Aires Quartet England, the capsule comrnu- Hardin Masonic Lodge No. 781
Nance, president; Mrs. Faye
Attorney Scent told the court Stephens, vice-president; Miss
featuring persons from Hazel nicator, told Duke some of the F&AM.
that he could not see that any
and Puryear, Tenn., will be in rocks he thought were formedFrances
Is survived W-Mi
emergency existed in this in- corresponding secretary; Mrs.
Nashville, Tenn., on Saturday, by meteorite impacts could ac- Mrs. Nancy Cope of Harclip; a
cident and that the City Council Madelle Talent, treasurer reApril 29, to make their first tually be volcanic rocks which daughter, Mrs. Ruth Beyers of
could be called into session on elected.
record album.
Hardin; three sons, Euel Cope
short order.
This group has appeared at
The Civic Participation
of
Melvindale, Mich., Walter B.
Mayor Holmes Ellis was
committee composed of Mrs.
The 100th Division Army numerous churches, public
Cope of Allen Park, Mich., and
called to the stand and under Agnes McDaniel, Mrs. Betty 'Reserve Band will present a events, telethons, and on radio
Calvin C. Cope of Hardin; six
questioning he said that the City Riley, and Mrs. Martha Golden, free concert on April 29, at 1:30 and television in western
grandchildren and five great
Council had not approved the was
Tennessee
Kentucky
since
and
in charge of the p.m. in Murray, Kentucky. The
Graveside rites for Roy grandchildren.
filing of the suit, however the arrangements for the
Foster, were held this morning
Thursday concert will be held at the the group was formed.
Funeral services will be held
Planning Commission had. He meeting.
Members of the group are at eleven o'clock at the Murray at one
School
Murray
Middle
p.m. Wednesday at
said the basis of the suit was
Gaylon
Morris,
Puryear,
Auditorium located on Main St.,
City Cemetery with Dr. Samuel Filbeck and Cann Funeral
that the five acres of land
Tenn., lead, Mrs. Ruth Ann R. Dodson, Jr., officiating.
Murray.
Chapel-Benton, with John Hicks
purchased by Stallons was not
Barrow Taylor, Hazel, alto,
Pallbearers were Wilrnont and Emmitt Clark officiating.
The
activated
Band
at
was
being used for agricultural
Carol
Barrow
Mrs.
Sloan, ( Peg) Cothran, Leonas Wyatt, Burial will
Fort Thomas, Kentucky on 1
(Continued from Page 1)
be in Union Hill
purposes as per the Murray
Hazel, tenor, Ray Houston, Bill Whitnell, Martin Young,
Cemetery.
Sub-Division Regulations. He door Skylark driven by Max August 1956 as a component Paris,Tenn., bass, Mrs. Gaylon
Cecil Fitts, and Rex Diuguid.
part of the 100th Division under
Friends may call at the
told the court that the city now Sills Weatherford of 307 South
Gail) Morris, Puryear, Tenn.,
Interment was in the Murray funeral home.
has a man stationed in the 15th Street, Murray, a 1972 the direct supervision of the pianist, Wally Taylor, Hazel
Cemetery
the
with
County Court Clerk's office to Chevrolet two door hardtop Commanding General, Major bass guitar, and Adrian Cole,
arrangements by the BlalockGeneral
Warren.
Frederick
M.
Impala
Grover
driven
by
spot
violations of the subCamden, Tenn., lead guitar.
Colemap Funeral Home.
Hudspeth of Route Two, Milan, Master Sergeant, Lloyd G.
division regulations.
The quartet is appearing each
Fostei', age 85, died Monday
Maddox
was
selected
to
comTenn.,
Buick
and
a
1967
four
He also said that the approval
morning at 6:50 a.m. on at 2:35 a.m. at Lourdes
mand
the
new
organization
and
door
Wildcat
driven
by
Alton
of the City Council of the suit
"Gospel Sing Time" over Hospital, Paducah,following an
will be sought at the next Allen Swift of 1303 Story, within a few months was Channel 7, Jackson, Tenn.
illness of several years. He was
commissioned
Funeral services for Gardner
a
Warrant
OfMurray.
meeting on Thursday April 27.
the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Thomas ( T.R.). Edwards of
Police said all three cars were ficer in the United States Army
City Attorney Wells Overbey, going west
Thomas Foster of Calloway
ReServe.
Hazel Route Two are being held
on Main Street when
called to the stand, testified that Weatherford
County and drove a taxicab in today at two p.m. at the chapel
On 28, 29 and 30 April, the
stopped for the
he knew of a number of traffic at the
Murray for a number of years. of the Blalock-Coleman
traffic light at Band is making a trip in the
viqlations of the Sub-Division Third Street. Weatherford
Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Funeral Home with Bro. Walter
and
Regulations that had not been Swift were both pulling
NINE CITED
Pigg officiating.
trailers the home of the 100th Division,
MILLINGTON,
TENN.Nine persons were cited by
prosecuted. Some of them are behind their cars, police
Serving as pallbearers are
said. to participate in activities to Navy Petty Officer First Class
the Murray Police Department Dan Meador, Bill
inside the city limits and some Hudspeth had stopped
commemorate the .Community Irvin L, Miller, son
Malcolm, Rob
behind
of Mrs.
outside, he continued. He ad- Weatherford, and Swift
Month of April 1972 and the Lilliams Miller, and husband of on Saturday and Sunday. They Sherrill, Gary Raspberry, Tony
couldn't
mitted that many of these stop in time to avoid hitting
year-round program of com- the former Miss Robbie J. were three for speeding, one for Raspberry, and Gary Smith.
the
reckless driving, one far public Burial will be in the
violations were not realized as Hudspeth car knocking
munity involvements of the Whitney, both of Dexter,
Murray
it into
was
such until recently. The the back of the Weatherford
one
for City Cemetery with the
United States Army Reserve. awarded the Navy Achievement drunkenness,
disregarding a poliqe officer in arrangements by the
building projects he listed as trailer, according to the police
Itinerary includes a Saturday Medal during
Blalockceremonies at the the middle of the street,
violations involved selling of report.
one for Coleman Funeral Home.
afternoon concert in Murray, Naval Air Station,
Millington,
reckless
property less than five acres
driving and passing in
Kentucky; a Saturday evening
Edwards, age 69, died Sunday
Damage was reported to the
without platting the area. These back end of the Starcraft concert in Paducah, Kentucky Tenn., where he is assigned to a left turn lane at intersection, at 10:55 p.m. at the
Murraythe
Security Patrol.
one for driving while in- C,aHoway
iocluded the new Bank of camper behind the Weatherford and a Sunday afternoon concert
County Hospital. He
He
was
cited
for
his
outMurray, University Branch car, to the front end,
toxicated and no operator's retired from Ford
trunk lid, at the Oldham County Jr. High
Motor
building, and adjacent Boone and bumper on the Hudspeth School in LaGrange, Kentucky. standing work aboard the stores license, and one for driving -Company, Detroit, Mich.,-in
ship USS Arcturus, homeported Mille
Cleaners
building and the car, and to the front end of the
intoxicated and public 1954, due to ill health and had
The future itinerary includes at Norfolk, Va. Miller was drunkenness
Burger Queen, an attorney's Swift car.
while riding a been a resident of Calloway
participation
in
Leading
an
Armed
Petty
Officer
in
the
racing type of bicycle, ac- County since that time.
home and three city building
Another accident report was Forces Day . _Parade in Boiler Ditison, and carried
He is the
out cording to the citation
In each case, he 'said, filed at 8:13 p.m. Saturday by
reports. son of the late Thomas
Lexington
on
20
May;
a
concert
his
duties
with
professionalism
a lot was sold from a larger the city police officers.
Raymond Edwards and Annie
in Morehead, Kentucky on 21 and initiative, maintaining the
acreage without platting as
WRANGLERS CLUB
Involved were a 1971
Williams Edwards of Dickson,
and
participation
May
in
two
ship's
propulsion
plant
at
peak
The
prescribed by the Planning Plymouth two door hardtop
Wranglers Riding Club Tenn.
Memorial
Day
Parades
in
the
performance
seeing
to
the
will hold its monthly business
Commission.
driven by David Edward Forth
The deceased was a member
Howard Brandon took the of Hardin Route One and a 1965 Northern Kentucky Area on 29 necessary maintenance and meeting in the Court Room of of the
New Concord Church of
May.
repair
of
all
vital
equipment
the
stand and said that he sold five Plymouth two door hardtop
Calloway County Court Christ and a veteran of World
assigned
to
his
division.
Bandmaster, Chief Warrant
House on Thursday, April 27, at War II.
acres of land to Stallons to owned by William Edwin Knox
He is a former student of seven p.m.
conform with the Sub-Division and driven by Susan Talavera Officer Lloyd G. Maddox,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
director of the Band sirice ac- Almo High School, Almo, Ky.
Regulations. Had it not been for Knox of Hopkinsville.
Effie
Malcolm Edwards of
FREE K!WENS
the regulations he could have
Police said both cars were tivation, I's assisted by
Hazel Route Two; one son John
FREE PARAKEETS
Kittens,
black,
James
R.
First
Class
Sergeants
part
sold •less land for the same going south on 641 when Forth
Siamese Thomas Edwards of California;
Two parakeets with cage are and part Persian, six
Lowry and Jerry W. Williams.
money, he continued.
weeks old,
slowed for traffic and his car
one sister, Mrs. Peter D.
free to persons for pets. For are free to
persons for pets. For
Specialist Five Dale N. Shook
Brandon said that Stations was hit in the rear end by the
(Frances) Wetzler of Toledo,
further information call 753- further
programs.
the
information call 753tried to follow Planning Corn- Knox car.
will narrate all of
Ohio.
7954.
9820.
SPACE CENTER, Houston
1AP) --Apollo 16's astronauts
passed out of the moon's sphere
of influence and into the earth's
as they streaked for home to-
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